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LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS AND SYMBOLS APPEARING IN TEXT
ATP

adenosine triphosphate

c I

a type of contraction, in which the cell has become round or spherical

c

II

a type of contraction, in which the basal processes have constricted

/(2

Chi-square (see Snedecor, 1956}

EDTA

disodium ethylenediaminetetraacetate

EGTA

ethylene glycol bis (amino ethylether) tetraacetic
acid

pX

-loglO

fx1 , where

X is either an ion or a non-

ionized molecule, the concentration of which is
expressed in moles per liter,
pSal

-log 10

[salyrgan)

Salyrgan

Mersalyl, sodium salicyl-(0\" -hydroxymercuri-(3 ...
methoxypropyl}- amide-0-acetate

SD

Standar4 deviation (see Snedecor, 1956)

SE

Standard error (see Snedecor, 1956)

SR

sarcoplasmic reticulum

T-system

transverse system

X

mean (see Snedecor, 1956)

The Contractile System of Hydra, as Studied with
Saponin-Extracted Models and Electron Microscopy
INTRODUCTION
Motile systems have been categorized by Hoffmann-Berling

(1960) and H.H. Weber (1958) on the basis of the action of
ATP on various types of movement.

The means by which ATP

manifests its effect on motility is usually, but not always,
by stimulation of contraction.

Although this is the nature

of its action on movement of most cells, including higher muscle·
fibers (see Szent-Gyorgyi, 1953), ameba (see

Hoffmann-Berl!~g,

1960; Simard-Duqu.esne and Couillard, 1962), and dividing fibro•
blast cells (Hoffmann-Berling, 1953, 1954; Hoffmann-Berling
ap.d H.H. Weber, 1953), there exist systems in which ATP
stimulates elongation (e.g., the spindle during mitosis;
Hoffmann-Berling amd Portzehl, 1955).

Still other movements

are inhibited or reversed by ATP, including the contraction
.

of vorticella. stalks
(Hoffmann-Berling, 1958) and the elonga,
tion of trichocysts of certain ciliates (see Hoffmann-Berling,

1960; H.H. Weber, 1958).

Finally, rhythmic movements of

flagella and cilia are activated by ATP (Hoffmann-Berling. 1954,

1959, 1960); here it cannot be determined whether ATP is
activating the contractile or the relaxing phase of the
movement.
Contraction in hydra, a member of the most primitive group
of multicellular organisms (the Coelenterates) capable of coordinated movement, is the subject of this investigation.
Hydra bears functional similarities in its rapid, nerveconducted epidermal shortening to vertebrate striated, skeletal

2

muscle, whereas its ;slow, peristaltic gastrodermal elongation
is functionally sim~lar to movement of smooth, visceral muscles

01

(Mueller, 1950).
contractions of

the other hand, the periodic,

hyd~a

spontaneou~

superficially resemble those of vorticella

I

(Jennings, 1906, p. j189 to 190).

The question of whether hydra

movement should be qlassed with higher types of muscle or rather
with more primitive !contractile systems was the original impetus
I

for this investigation,

Another feature of this organism which

stimulated the present study is its epidermal and gastrodermal
I

myo-epithelial (or ~pithelio-muscular) cells, ectodermally and
entodermally deriveq, respectively.

Each such myo-epithelial

I

i

cell consists of a oasal contractile region, contiguous with
the remaining epithJlial portion of the cell.

These myo-

epithelial cells ari in striking contrast to the unifunctional,

mesodermally-derive~ muscle cells of most other metazoa.
In this stu,y of the contractile system of hydra two
major techniques
to obtain cell

ha~e

mod~ls,

been employed, namely, extraction of cells
and electron microscopy.

This former,

experimental means 9f analyzing mechanisms of contraction depends upon a perman4nt alteration of the functional organization
I

of the plasma

~embr~ne

of the contractile cell in order to make

I

.

!

'

it freely permeable Ito the constituents of the external medium.
At the same time,

a~l

soluble substrates, coenzymes, intra-

cellular ions, etc. lare washed out of the cell, leaving behind
only its structural !components, including large organelles such
I

I

I

as the nucleus and mitochondria, and most important, the contractile system.

T le ionlc.environment of this system can then

3

be controlled experimentally, and movements resembling those
of the corresponding living systems can be
lated.

ch~mically

stimu-

Such extracted cells are called fiber models, cell

models, flagella models, etc.

(Hoffmann-Berling, 1959, 1960:

H0 ffmann-Berling ·and H.H. Weber, 1953; szent-Gygrgyi, l949).
Most fiber and cell models are produced by extraction
in 40 or 50% glycerol, the technique first developed by Szent•
Gy8rgyi (1949) with striated rabbit psoas and frog sartorious
muscle fibers.

Various modifications of his procedure were

explored here, none of which yielded a satisfactory model of
intact hydra or of hydra cells.

The first phase of this study,

then, was the development of a successful extraction
using either
su~gested

models.

s~ponin

techni~ue.

or digitonin, surface-active agents first

by Hoffmann-Berling (1958·.- 1959) for use in making
No mention was made by him of the rationale for

using these agents, nor was any evidence presented that
saponin- or digitonin- extracted systems met his criteria for
a model.
bi~ity

Such evidence will be presented here for the accepta-

of these models with respect to basic physiological and

·morphological criteria.
A mechanism by which saponin (or 'digitonin). ·reacts
with the cell membrane has been proposed by Lucy and Glauert

(1964) and by Bangham and Horne (1962, 1964).

The dimensions

of the configurations they observed in electron micrographs of
cell membranes and of phospholipid and cholesterol!suspensions
treated with saponin agree with their thesis that saponin
interacts with cholesterol. thus stabilizing the "open"
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(permeable, nonresistant, globular) configuration of the plasma
membrane (see Kavanau, 1963, 1965; Lucy, 1964; Luzzatl and
Husson, 1962; Stoeckenlus, 1962) rather than the otherwise
stable "closed" (impermeable, resistent, lamellar) membrane
configuration (Davson and Daniell!, 1952).

Taking into con-

sideration these membrane alterations which saponin and
digitonin are thought to.cause, and also the criteria for
models, the use of these agents to extract contractile cells
is quite reasonable.
Once a contractile model of hydra was obtained, factors
and parameters influencing motility could be considered, in
particular, a system of interacting structural proteins (see
Gergely, 1966) which are thought to generate movement (see
Davies, 1963) by a combination of sliding (Huxley, 1957, 1960:3
Huxley and Hanson, 1960) and folding (Morales, 1959) in the
presence of ATP and combinations of Mg2+ and ca2+ (see Hasselbach, 1964; Hoffmann-Berling, 1959, 1960; Perry, 1956, 1960).
This interaction is also influenced by

p~

and ionic strength

and usually requires free sulfhydryl (-SH) sites on the proteins (Bailey and Perry, 1947).

Thus, the second phase of the
--

present study involves the roles of ATP, divalent ions, pH,
ionic strength, and. -SH groups in the contraction of hydra.
The final phase of this study is an electron-microscope
study of features related to contraction in hydra.
contractile apparatus of most flagella and cilia

The suggested

(Af~ellus,

1959;

Gibbons and Grimstone, 1960; Roth, 1958; Slautterback, 1963) and.
also the mi tot1c ltppantus .of di"f'iding ·6ells :.(see Roth and Daniels,

1962) is microtubular, while in many protists (see Nagai and
Rebhun, 1966; Yagai and Shigenaka, 1963) and in vertebrate
myo-epithelial cells (see Ellis, 1965; Tamarin, 1966) and

smoot~

muscle (see Caesar, Edwards, and Huska, 1957; Csapo, 1962;
schoenberg et al., 1966) it is characterized by thin filaments.
A third morphological class includes metazoan striated muscle;
here, a regular array of thick and thin

fi~aments
I

in electron micrographs (Huxley, 1957. 1960).

is revealed

Hydra's previously-

mentioned functional resemblances to these morphologically
heterogeneous systems stimulated the ultrastructural analysis
in the present study.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS
I. Routine f2! hydra stocks
Cultures of Hydra littoralis (Carolina Biological Supply
company) and Hydra viridis (strains from Carolina Biological
supply Company and from the laboratories of Drs. Robert P.
navis and Allison L. Burnett) were raised at 18°C in finger
bowls, in hydra medium.

This solution contained 1.3 x 10•4 M

disodium ethylenediaminetetraacetate (EDTA), 1.2 x lo-3 M
Na.Hco 3 (pH 7.8), and 1.5

X

10 .. 3 M CaCl2:

2H 2 0,,and was

prepared in distilled water as needed, from two 200x stocks:
(1) 1.0% w/v EDTA plus 2.0% w/v NaHco 3 , and (2) 4.54% w/v
Ca.Cl2• 2H20 (Davis, personal communication).
Animals were fed brine shrimp nauplii (Artemia salina)
three times a week (see Appendix, I, for method of·. hatching
nauplii).

Bowls were changed twice on feeding days (one

hour:~

after feeding and again six hours later) and once a day otherwise.
II. Anatomy of hydra
The drawing by W.A. Kepner, reproduced in Fig. 10, represents a typical hydra.

Its cylindrical stalk, or column, is

usually between 5 and 15 mm long; its tentacles, 6 to 8 in
number, are usually about the same length as the column..

The

organism is a diploblastic polyp, with longitudinal contractile
fibers in its outer, epidermal layer, and circular fibers 1n
its inner, gastrodermal layer, separated from each other by a
thin

(ca.~)

• acellular, fibrous mesogleal layer.

Several

7

regions of the column (see Burnett, 1961) will be referred
to throughout this study: (1) the hypostome {the oral end of
the animal, where the tentacles originate), (2) the gastric
region (between the hypostome and the buds), (3) the budding
(below the gastric region, where buds develop and later
-zone
separate from the parent), (4) the peduncle (between the budding
region and the base), and (5) the basal disc (the adhesive,
aboral end of the hydra).

The contractile cells of both layers

will be called gastrodermal and epidermal

~-ep~thelial

(epithelio-muscular) cells.
III. Solutions for cQntractile models.
A list of stock solutions may be found in Appendix, II.
All experimental solutions were buffered with potassium phosphate, tris-HCl, or imidazole-HCl (see

App~ndix,

III); the pH

of each solution as determined wtth a Beckman Model 76 pH
Meter never varied among replicates by more than + 0.05 pH unit.
2
Ionic strength(expressed ~/"and defined as I =
ci xi , where

if

ci

= concentratio~

and xi

= valence

of each ion) was kept con-

stant by adjusting the concentration of KCl (see Appendix, IV) •
Extraction agents used were saponin, digitonin, and glycerol,
all in buffered KCl solutions.

Wash solutions, 1n addition to

buffer, KCl, and sometimes cac1 2 , usually conta~ned urea.
Buffered solutions used to measure contraction (contraction
solutions) included combinations of ATP, MgC1 2 , and cac1 2 , with
ionic strength adjusted with KCl. Calcium- and magnesium-ion
concentrations were controlled with EDTA and ethylene glycol
b 1 s(amino ethylether)tet:rm.aetttio

acid (EGTA) buffers (see

Appendix, V) when less than 10·4 M of the free 1on was desired.

8

sodium salicyl-( ex -hydroxymercuri-rr-methoxypropyl) -amide-0acetate (Salyrgan), a mercury-containing agent which binds
with sulfhydryl groups, was added to the contraction solutions
in the inhibitor experiments.
A modification of Ringer's (1883) amphibian saline solu•
tion, containing 0.11 M NaCl, 2 X 10-J M KCl, 8 x 10-4M CaCl,
and 1 x lo-3 M sodium phosphate buffer (pH 6.8 or 7.0, total
ionic strength= o.l2)A), was utilized in the experiments
involving frog muscle.

rv.

Preparation and testing of contractile models
One- to three-day-starved

which had

n~ither

~

littoralis

or~

Viridis

visible reproductive organs nor visible buds

(or one young bud in later experiments; see Lenhoff and Bovaird,
1961, "uniform hydra") were selected.

In a few experiments,

one hydra per deep-well depression slide was observed throughout the experiment; in most experiments, however, 6 to 12 animals
per slide were treated.

Occasionally several hydra were strung

on each of several 2'om pieces of clean baby hair.

The

orientation and number of hydra on each hair made possible
observations of change in body length of each animal throughout the preparation and testing of the contractile models (i.e.,
during extraction, washing, and contraction).
~

In some cases

viridis (having one young bud) were narcotized in

5%

v/v

ethanol in hydra medium for 10 minutes, after which their
gastric regions were removed, using tungsten needles (made from
tungsten-NS-wire courtesy of Sylvania Electric Products, Inc.,
Towanda, Pennsylvania), for treatment with saponin or digitonin.

.9

All solutions for preparation and testing of models were
kept in an ice-water bath until ready to use.

Three rapid

changes of solution were carried out within 1 minute, at the
beginning of each phase of the experiment (extraction,
washing, contraction).
In the standard procedure for preparation of cell or

whole~

animal models, entire hydra or gastric regions were extracted
for 8 minutes with saponin or digitonin, then washed for

19

to

JO minutes in a solution which in most cases contained 1.5 M
urea.

Whole hydra which remained intact throughout this treat•

ment were called whole-animal models.

Isolated cells from

gastric regions or whole animals which dissociated during
treatment were called cell models.
In the testing of

whole-animal models, column and tentacle

lengths were measured with an ocular micrometer, before and
after the addition of contraction solution, using a dissecting
microscope.

In the cell-model experiments, contraction solutions

were introduced in two ways: sometimes they were added while
the extracted, washed cells were still in a deep-well depression slide, after which a sample was transferred with a pipette
to a microscope slide.

Using the other method, tissue practically

dissociated into cells by the end of the wash treatment was
transferred in a drop of wash solution to a slide, and a coverslip was added.

These cells were sometimes held in place

slide with silk bolting cloth and/or glass wool.

on'·.~

This pre-

paration could then be observed with phase-contrast microscopy.
Contraction solutions were introduced by diffusing several
drops at a time'under the coverslip at one end and were

1·0 .

removed at the other end by blotting with small rectangles
of no. 1 Whatman filter paper.

New solutions were assumed

to cross the preparation rapidly, based on observations of
the moving front of a solution of 0.05% w/v methylene blue.
Quantitative data for mean percentages of contracted
cells were obtained by counting 100 epidermal or 100 gastrodermal myo-epithelial cells per preparation, scoring cells
which were completely spherical (C I cells), cells which were
contracted in the ba$al region only (Q II cells) , and relaxed
cells (see Fig. 11 to 17).

When not otherwise stated, re-

ferences to contraction of hydra cells will be to the C I
type.

Myo-epithelial cells, the most numerous of all cells

observed, were distinguished from the others by size and
shape.

Gastrodermal cells contained symbiotic algae,

Zoochlorella, which served as a convenient marker to distinguish them from epidermal cells.

Three replicates of each

experiment were performed.
The notatiort-pX was used for -loglO
ion or a nonionized molecule.

[x) , where X is an

Caloulations of concentrations

of free ions and metal-ATP complexes were based on Martell
and Schwarzenbach's (1956) values; see Appendix, VI.

v.

Techniques for

determining~

Rhysiological

~.~ceptabil1~z

of saponin models
A. Oxygen consumption (H. littoralis)
oxygen consumption was measured by standard manometric
techniques (Umbreit, Burris, and Stauffer, 1959).

Pretreatment

consisted of 8 minutes in 0.1% w/v saponin (pH 7.0, I

= o.o~).

'11
followed by 30 minutes of washing (same pH,
flask contained several hundred
hours).

g.

I).

Each fiv~-m1

littoralis (starved 24

Two flasks (Sl and S2) contained saponin-treated

animals, and two (C1 and C2) contained normal hydra.

Readings

were made every 15 minutes for 150 minutes, followed by one
last reading at 225 minutes.

o2

Results were expressed inpl

consumed/m,s dry wt/min.
B.

Transmembrane resting potential (fror; sartorious fibers)

Sartorious muscles from freshly-killed frogs (Rana Eipiens)
were transferred to amphibian saline solution and teased
apart into bundles about 5 mm long and 1.5 to 4 mm wide, each
containing several hundred fibers.

They were treated with

0.1% w/v saponin in Ringer's solution, pH 6.8, for 12 minutes,
then transferred back to Ringer's solution to wash for 30 minutes.

Resting potentials were measured by the standard tech-

nique of Ling and Gerard (1949), using machine-pulled glass
electrodes, tip diameter 0.5 f•

filled with 3M KCl, and

havin~

a resistence of 20 to 50 megohms.
The only indication that a cell has beem impaled by the
electrode is a change in potential.

Potential differences of

less than 10 mv were neither easily discerned nor recorded
with confidence; and therefore, fibers having little or no
transmembrane potential after saponin treatment were not scored.
Their omission introduced an unavoidable positive sampling bias.
C.

Contraction (frog sartorious fibers)

Sartorious muscles removed from freshly-killed

fro~s

were

transferred to Ringer's solution and stored overnight at 4°C,
They were teased apart the next day into fibers, and into
bundles containing 10 to 100 fibers, several millimeters long.
These fibers or bundles were extracted in deep-well depression
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slides at room temperature in 0.1% w/v saponin solution containing 0.05 M phosphate buffer (pH 6.8, I= 0.15)") for 8
minntes, then washed (same pH, I) for 30 minutes.

Before and

after the addition of contraction solution, fiber lengths
were measured, using an ocular micrometer on a dissecting
microscope.
The shortening of saponin-treated frog fibers was carried
out under conditions known to stimulate contraction of wellwashed, glycerinated fiqers: 1 x 10-3M cac1 2 (Marsh, 1952),
2 x 10-3M ATP, and 5 x lo-3 M MgCl2 (see Hoffmann-Berling,
1960), 5 x lo-2 M phosphate buffer (pH 6.8), and 7.2 x lo-2
M KCl (total ionic strength 0.151' ).
VI. Microscopl
Extended H. littoralis or

~

viridis (narcotized in

5%

v/v

ethanol) were flooded with ice-cold 0.25 M glutaraldehyde fixative (containing 0.25 M sucrose to adjust the tonicity to a
level yielding no discernible shrinkage, and buffered with 0.05
M sodium cacodylate-HCl, pH 7.4), transferred to a 10 ml container
of fresh fixative, and left at

~·°C

for 30 minutes.

They were

washed overnight at 4°c in a solution containing 0.05 M sodium
cacodylate-HCl buffer (pH 7.4) and 0.50 M sucrose, then transferred
to 0.04 M (1% w/v) Os04

(in 0.5 M sucrose and 0.05 M sodium

barbitol - sodium acetate - HCl buffer, pH 7.4) for 1 hour at
4°c.

(The above procedure for fixation, washing, and Os04 post•

fixation was modified from Sabatini, 1963).
The tissue was dehydrated in an ethanol series, carried
through several 10 minute changes of propylene oxide, and then
left in a hood overnight in an uncapped bottle of 1:1 propylene
oxide:English Araldite •. The latter was actually a mixture of
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48.)~

v/v Araldite CY 212, 48.)% v/v hardener HY 964 (dodecenyl

succinic anhydride), 1.5% v/v dibutyl phthalate, and 1.9% v/v
accelerator (these ratios were modified slightly from those
of rrlauert and Glauert, 1958l

The following day, when the

propylene oxide had all evaporated (odor gone), the tissue was
embedded in fresh Araldite and left to polymerize in the oven
at 6o 0 c for J6 hours.
Thick (0.50 to 0.75;JJ and thin (silver to pale gold)
sections were cut with a glass knife on a Porter Blum MT-2
microtome.

Thick sections were stained with 1% w/v methylene

~

blue in a 1% w/v borax solution, and mounted in Araldite for
light microscopical observations.

Thin sections were collected

on parlodion-coated, lightly carboned, copper grids and either
I

stained JO minutes with Reynol&s (1963) lead citrate or double
stained with a saturated solution of uranyl acetate in 50% etha•
nol (see Gibbons and Grimstone, 1960) for 30 minutes, followed
by lead citrate (3 minutes).
Phillips 200 EM,

w~th

TheY- were examined with a

an accelerating voltage of 60 kv.

Viridis starved 72 hours and having neither visible buds

~

nor reproductive organs were pretreated with 0.1% w/v saponin
in 3 x lo-4 M cac1 2 and 5 x l0-3 M potassium phosphate buffer
(pH 6.8, I

= o.o~)

for 10 minutes, then washed 30 minutes

in 1.5 M urea (same pH, ionic strength), before being prepared
for electron microscopical observations.
For preliminary light microscopical observations, 48-hourstarved

~

littoralis were fixed in extended form by flooding

with hot Bouin's fluid (Gray, 1954, p. 116).

They were then

dehydrated in a graded ethanol series, cleared in xylene, and
emb~dded

0

in Tissuemat (mp 56 c, Fisher Scientific Company).
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serial sections were cut at 5fA• stained with

Delafiel~s

haematoxylin and eosin Y (Gray, 1954, P• 57 to 58), and
mounted in Harleco Synthetic Resin (H.S.R., Hartman-Leddon
company) •
VII· statistical methods
The "Student" t ratio was used to test the: null hypothesis
that two means were from the same population.

The 5% confidence

leyel was selected for the rejection of this hypothesis.
Means, standard deviations, and standard errors were
calculated directly from raw data that was normally distributed.
However, for nonparametric, percentage data (e.g. p
where x = number of cells contracted, and n

= total

=~

x 100%.

number of

cells scored in one preparation) , the values p first had to be
transformed to sin- 1 ~(n's equal for all preparations) or
"{"Ti' sin-1 yp (n' s different), before statistical calculations
could be made (see Snedecor, 1956; Southwood, 1966).

Such

trigonometrktransformations have been shown to yield normally
distributed data"as was the case in the present study.
The means and standard errors calculated from the transfcl>rm.ed
data were converted back to percentages (X ~ sin 2 X for the
first transformation, and 3{ ~ ~ sin 2 X for the other
transformation, where

n = the

mean of the n•s). for purposes

of communication with the reader.
2 (Chi-square) analysis was employed in the calculations

A.X

of relative frequencies of thin and thick myof1laments in the
basal regions

or

the epidermal myo-epithelial cells.

1 '5

VIII. Calculations of areas and linear dimensions in electron
microscopical results
cross-sectional areas of epidermal muscle tails were
measured with an optical planimeter (Filotecnica Salmoiraghi,
Model 2)6/A).

Linear measurements of diameters and lengths

of particles and filaments were made with dial calipers (Hellos).
calibrated in tenths of a mm.

All measurements were made on

electron micrographs enlarged ca. three times from the original
plates.
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RESULTS

r.

preparation of models
A. Criteria
In attempts to obtain an adequate contractile model of

hydra, the following criteria were used:

(1) The treatment

must render cells incapable of metabolic act1. vi ty (i.e., ·none
of the ATP supplied to the contractile system must be produced endogeneously); (2) The ability to maintain a transmembrane resting potential must be lost during the treatment
(i.e., there must no longer be an ionic diffusion barrier);
(J)

Motility must be stimulated by some combination of ATP

and divalent ions; and (4) The contractile system must
remain structurally intact.
The fourth criterion, structural integrity, was considered for whole-animal and cell models.

For whole-animal

models the following conditions were tested, based on observations of hydra during and after extraction and wash treatment:
a. that the two layers, epidermis and gastrodermis, remain
'

united by the mesoglea; b. that the 6utl1he of' the:'anima.l be
shal}:1· and: well. defined; c. that the length of the column of
the animal after extraction and wash treatment be essentially
unchanged from its length at rest before treatment; d. that
the animal be intact, i.e., that intercellular connections
remain as extensive as in the untreated hydra.

The conditions

at the cellular level were that individual myo-epithelial cells
remain unchanged in size and shape after treatment, and that
the gross structural organization of the myofilaments and other
essential contractile apparatus be undiscernibly altered by
the treatment.
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B. Glycerination
The above structural criteria were tested in H. littoralis
and ~ viridis which had been subjected to various modifications
of szent-Gy8rgyi's (1949) glycerol-extraction procedure.

This

technique is now widely employed for preparation of models of
muscle and of primitive contractile systems.
The bilayered organization typical of normal hydra was
usually disrupted by glycerination.

In many cases a mass of

tissue was extruded through the hypostomeo

This tissue was

presumably gastrodermal and appeared sometimes diffuse, sometimes distinct and columnar.

This alteration occurred during

storage in 40 or 50% glycerol (at -10°C) , and occasionall~
during deglycerination.

It was observed in one case after

only 1 hour of treatment at room temperature in 50% glycerol.
During this change in organ1zat1.on of the animal, the two cell
layers did not separate completely; some pigmented gastroderm1s
remained within the overlying white epidermis, particularly
near the base of ,the column.
remained intact.

Moreover, the tentacles always

The tendency of the two layers to

s~parate

was correlated with the thickness of the mesoglea in different
regions of the animal.

Thus, according to Mueller .(1950) , the

mesoglea is thickest in the column (where separation was
extensive), thinner toward the basal disc (where gastrodermis
remained attached) and near the hypostome,

and'~educed

to a

mere basement membrane" in the tentacles (where no separation
occurred).
Hydra failed to maintain a distinct outline after glycerination.

The first regions to become fuzzy were the hypostome
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and the basal disc.

In animals treated with an ascending gly-

cerol series (after Simard-Duquesne and Couillard, 1962) this
fuzziness usually became evident by the 20% stage of the series.
The outline of the column usually remained quite distinct
during extraction with glycerol in the presence of 1.5 x 10~ 4
M EDTA~ in its absence, however, the cells of the column dispersed after several minutes in 1 or 5% glycerol.

When EDTA

was included in the glycerol solutions, the columns usually
remained intact during storage at -10°C (even after many months),
but sometimes during the deglycerination series (1 to 5%), the
columns became wholly disorganized and the cells dispersed.
Bairati and Lehmann (1954) have suggested that EDTA may stab1•
lize the cytoplasmic components; they found it necessary to
treat ameba with this agent before fixation for electron
microscope observations.
The above descriptions based on observations of hydra
with a dissecting microscope during and after glycerination,
together with phas7 microscopical observations of such animals,
support the likelihood that intercellular adhesion was not
maintained throughout this treatment.

Thus,

afte~

glycerination,

hydra fails to meet the structural criteria for whole-animal
models, set down earlier (I A).
Attempts to obtain hydra cell models with glycerol
extraction were equally unsuccessful.

Relaxed, "T-shaped"

myo-epithelial cella (see Fig. 11, for example, consistent
with the diagrammatic representation of L. Hyman, 1940, P• 374)
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were rarely seen after glycerol treatment.

Only in one case

were several such cells seen after hydra had been stored 15
months

at-~0°C

4o%

in

glycerol.

These cells remained relaxed

during deglycerination at room temperature, as a solution
containing 0.01 M imidazole buffer and KCl (I =
diffused over them.

0.1~)

was

Subsequent attempts to repeat these results

were unsuccessful.
In several experiments

~

vir1dis were introduced to

glycerol of cont-inuously increasing concentration by a
dialysis method.

For this technique they were transferred in

hydra medium to a dialysis bag, which was then immersed 1n
glycerol and left for 8 hours at 8°c.

40%

The bag was then

transferred to wash solution and left for 12 hours to deglycer1•
n~te

gradually.

dissociated.

During this treatment the cells apparently

Most of these dissociated cells were contractefuw

but several myo-epithelial cells appeared relaxed.

However,

the zoochlorellae were removed by this treatment, and thus
positive identification
of epidermal and gastrodermal myor
,,
epithelial cells was prevented•,. (Albino.H ... vir:t<iis are·routinely
produced with glycerol; see Whitney, 1907).
Thus, glycerol-treated hydra failed to meet the structural
criteria for contractile models.

to

Moreover, they seldom responded

contraction solutions, as the following experiments demon-

strate.
The columns of briefly glycerinated

~

littoralis showed

no change in length during a 10-minute period in 1 x 10-J M
ATP, 5 X lo-J M MgC1 2 , and 1 X 10•4 M CaC1 2 •

The results in
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Table 1 are based on two such replicates and two wash-solution
controls.
In a single experiment contractile cells were obtained
from~

viridis treated in 40% glycerol (in 0.01 M imidazole-

HCl buffer, pH 7.0, and KCl; I= o.o~) at 24°c for 45
minutes, then washed for 30 minutes.

Squash preparations were

made, and isolated cells and small bits of

tissu~

were observed

while a buffered contraction solution containing 1 x lo-3 M ATP,
1 x lo-3 M cac1 2 , and 5 x 10-3M MgC1 2 was introduced.
In~tantaneously, several gastrodermal and epidermal columna~
myo-epithelial cells, attached by mesoglea, became squamous as
their apical portions shortened suddenly.

A few minutes

later both layers appeared to separate from the mesoglea.
These results, however, were not repeatable.
Contraction was never observed in whole animals treated
by an ascending and descending glycerination series, even
after months in the freezer in 4o or

50% glycerol. Several

dissociated cells from such animals were observed to contract;
however, attempts to repeat these results were unsuccessful.
Relaxed, T-shaped myo-epithelial cells of

~

viridis

observed after gradual deglycerination by dialysis did not
change in shape in a solution containing 3 x lo- 4 M cac1 2 and
5 x 10""4 M ATP in 5 x lO ..,J M imidazole-HCl buffer (pH 6. 8)
and KCl (I

= o.o~).

In conclusion, glycerol-extraction procedures which are
customarily used to produce models of contractile systems
were unsatisfactory with hydra.
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c.

The Standard Procedure for Model Preparation

(Saponin Extraction and urea Washing)
AtHo.f:('mann-Berling's (:19.58, 1959) suggestion that models
of vorticella can be made with saponin. a procedure was
developed for hydra models, using the surface-active agent
saponin (or digitonin in some cases) for extraction.

The

following experiments were conducted to determine optimum
values for the parameters of treatment time for extraction
and washing, ionic strength, saponin (or digitonin) ooncentration. etc •• for this procedure.
1. Extraction treatment
a. Concentration Of extraction asents

&

littoralis were immersed in 0.5. 0.1, and 0.05% saponin

for up to 30 minutes at room temperature and analyzed with
respect to the structural criteria described aboye (I A).
In addition to saponin, solutions contained 0.01 M phosphate
buffer (pH 7.0) and 2.6 x lo- 2 M KCl (I~ 0.05~. The results
are summarized in,Table 2.
It was concluded that 0.05 to 0.1% w/v saponin produces
the best results, with respect to size and shape, and lack
of response to mechanical stimuli.
The basis of the choice of the concentration of digitonin
(0.025%• compared with Ool% saponin) was the fact that the time
curves obtained by Ponder (1953) for hemolysis of red blood
cells with saponin were comparable to his results with onefourth as much digitonin.
b. Time of saponin treatment
Ten animals placed in 0.1% saponin in 0.01 M phosphate
buffer (pH 7.0) and 0.13 M KCl (I=

0.15~}

contracted 1mmed1··
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ately. rhe column and tentacles re-elongated gradually; the
column reached its initial length by 2 minutes.

At this

time the tentacles were still fully shortened; they did not
begin to lengthen for 3 more minutes.

By the end of 7 minutes

in saponin, the tentacles and column were fully extended
(to their initial length).
In another experiment body and tentacle lengths of 3
groups of animals were measured at 7- to 8-minute intervals
after immersion in saponin (see Table 3).

No significant

changes in column or tentacle lengths with time were found
(over a 30 minute period).

However, by 15 minutes the

animals appeared distorted, and by 23 minutes they were
quite fuzzy in appearance.
The treatment chosen on the basis of the above results was

0.1% saponin for 8 minutes; under these conditions, hydra
consistently appeared to remain relatively intact and extended
(1 .. e., relaxed).
c. Ionic strength of the extraction medium
Steinbach (1963) has reported slight differences betw.een

!h

viridis and H. littoralis with, respect to intracellular

concentrations of Na+, Cl-, and K+.
contributed by these

ion~

tions for each species, is
for !L. littoralis.

The mean ionic strength

based on his two isotopic determina0.02~

for

!h

viridis and

0.036~

The results which follow are consistent

with Steinbach's (1963) work in that the optimum ionic
strength found was higher for !L.. ·li ttoralis _than for Ho
Viridis.

The decision to use I

= 0.0-1"

for !_k littoralis in

extraction, wash, and contraction solutions was based on two
experiments.
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four groups of

~

littoralis were subjected to ionic

strengths of 0.20, 0.15, 0.10, and

o.os~respectively,

throughout extraction with saponin, washing, and immersion
in contraction solutions.

The mean column length and· overall

shapes of the animals after saponin and wash treatment at
o.o~

most nearly approximated those before treatment.

column measurements made before and after the addition of
contraction solution (see Table 4) revealed a trend of
increasing relative length (mean final length/mean initial
length) with increasing ionic strength.
In an experiment to measure the effects of different
osmotic concentrations, four groups of

extracted~

littoralis

were immersed in wash solutions of ionic strengths 0.20, 0.15,
0.10, and

0.05~respectively.

decreased (see

T~ble

5), and animals seemed to shrink, with

increasing ionic strength.

= o.o~than

at I

Column and tentacle lengths

They were significantly longer

at the other ionic strengths.

Furthermore,

when placed in solutions of ionic strength greater than

OwO~,

animals were soon unresponsive to probing, while those in 0.05f
moved actively for over 5 minutes and still responded to
mechanical stimuli after 7 minutes.
Shapes of cells of
of

~

!k.

viridis were compared with those

littoralis after squashing with a coverslip in solutions

containing O.Dl M imidazole buffer and KCl to bring up the
ionic strength to 0.02, 0.05, or O.lOJA•

T-shaped myo-

epithelial cells were obtained most often

for~

at I

!L.

= o.o;t'and

foi'

~

Viridis at I

= o.o~.

littoralis

Shrinkage of

viridis cells was apparent in solutions of higher ionic
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strength.
who

Similar results have been reported by Lilly (1955).

exposed~ viridi~

to different'concentrations of sucrose.

she round that the volumes of the epidermis, mesoglea, and
gastrodermis each. decreased greatly upon immersion of whole
animals or isolated tentacles in 0.05, 0.10, or 0.20 M sucrose
{osmotically equivalent to half the corresponding molarity of
KCl); but she observed no shrinkage in 0.04 M sucrose.

From

all the above information. it was decided to use I = 0.05r
for~

littoralis and I

= 0.0~

for H. Viridis.

2. Wash treatment
The same buffer, pH, and ionic strength were used here
as described above for the extraction process.

The only two

features of the washing treatment which remain to be considered
are its duration and the role of 1.5 M urea.
a. Duration of wash treatment
It was· found that after saponin treatment, H. viridis and

fu littoralis usually elongated in wash solution for about 15
minutes, then remained about the same shape and size over the
next 15 minutes.

At this time they began to disperse and lose

their integrity.

Each of the two curves in Fig. 1 is based on

measurements of a single animal

{~

littoralis}.

It can be

seen that in wash solution they increase in length for appro ...
ximately 10 minutes, reaching an equilibrium length of ca.
three-fourths that before treatment.
~

v1ridis strung on segments of hair (see Materials and

methods) were extracted wtth saponin, then washed for 45
minutes (see Table 6).

Measurements of column length were

made every 5 minutes up to 25 minutes in wash solution, then
at 32 minut·es.

The results appear in Table 6 (also· graphically
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in Fig. 2).

Column length decreased initially (between 5 and

10 minutes), then increased up to 15 minutes, reaching a
plateau, length about 3 mm.

Shortening of the column

change_!!!_column length = 20%) was later observed upon addition
( initial column length
of ATP and ca 2+ (discussed more fully in Section II A, below).
Wh~n

the wash time was increased beyond a half hour, no

contraction could be induced by contraction solution.

This

failure may have been due to the separation of the cells (see
structural criterion discussed earlier in Section I A).
b. Role of

~

in

.t.P~ ~

solution

For preparations of consistently relaxed myo-epithelial
cells, urea had to be included in the wash solution.

The

minimum concentration (1.0 M) with which Bozler (1952)
produced relaxation in glycerinated psoas muscle fibers, and
with which BAr~ny, B~rany, and Trautwein (1960) inhibited the
interaction of actin and L-myosin in the presence of ATP,
proved too low to relax hydra cells.
of urea was

incr~sed

to 1.5 M,

When the concentration

ho~ever,'T-shaped

(relaxed)

'
epidermal and gastrodermal
myo-epithelial cells were observed.

Glycerol (1.5 M) used in plaoe of urea did not have the same
relaxing effect, indicating that the action was not osmotic.
As a further assessment of the relaxing effect of urea,
measurements of column lengths of 3 groups of saponin-extracted
~

viridis were made every 5 minutes during wash treatment in

solutions containing 1.5 M urea, 1.5 M glycerol, q:r1 neither
(see Table 7).

The mean column length of the urea group de•

creased very little in the first 5 minutes, then increased in
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length up to 97% of the initial length, by 20 minutes.

The

group washed in 1.5 M glycerol contracted down to approximately
two-thirds the initial length and remained in this

c~ndition

for the duration of the experiment: likewise for the control
group.

Thus, 1.5 M urea relaxes not only individual myo-

epithelial cells, but also whole animals.
In summary, a standard extraction and wash procedure
for preparation of whole-animal and cell models of hydra was
defined, based largely on the results of the above experiments.
In this procedure gastric regions of

~

Viridis or

~

11ttoralis

(or occasionally whole animals) are treated for 8 minutes in
0.1% saponin pl~s 5 x 10-3 M potassium phosphate buffer (pH 6.8)
and KCl (I

= 0. 02fA) •

They are then washed for 30 minutes

in buffered 1. 5 M urea and KCl .. solution (same buffer, pH,
ionic strength).

After this treatment, they are called models.

With this procedure contractile models could now.be
tested with respect to the physiological and morphological
criteria outlined·, earlier (l ..A).
D. Physiological acceptabilitz of saponin models
Hydra cells were used to measure oxygen consumption after
saponin extraction and urea wash.

In the measurement of resting

potentials and of shortening in contraction solution saponintreated frog sartorious fibers were employed in order to compare
the physiological properties of these models with those reported
in the literature for glycerinated skeletal muscle fibers.
1. O;ygen consumption
Oxygen consumption of H. littoralis was not completely
inhibited but was diminished greatly by saponin treatment (see
Fig.

J). Mean ratios of o2 oonsumed/mg dry wt were calculated;
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the results are summarized in Table 8.

There was no significant

difference in rate between the two saponin curves, Sl and S2.
The overall rate of oxygen consumption for the saponin-treated
hydra was concluded to be ca. 40% of that for one control (Cl)
and ca. 20% of that for the other (C2).
The. slopes of the curves Sl and S2 decreased with time, while
the curves Cl and C2 were almost linear (see Fig. 3). The ratio
of the slopes of these two control. curves was inversely propor•
tional to the ratio of the corresponding dry wts (see table 8).
This relationship will be discussed later.
, 2. Transmembrane resting potential
The mean of the transmembrane resting potentials recorded
for saponin-treated fibers (see Table 9) was 22.5 mv (the
true potential is probably lower; see Materials and Methods,
V B), with a standard error of ± 2.7 mv.

Potentials recorded

for controls were on the order of 70 mv, with no discernible
differences among the many (over 15) impalements made.

3. Contraction
'

Frog sartorious fibers, which had been subjected to saponin
and wash treatment (Materials and Methods, V C) similar to that
used successfully with hydra, shortened to approximately 4/5
of their initial length upon the addition of contraction solution (see Table 10).

The presence of 1. 5 M urea in the wash

solution for two of the four replicates had no significant
effect on initial or final fiber length.
It was concluded that models produced by the standard
saponin-extraction and urea-wash treatment meet the physiologi'oal

criteria which have been demanded of contractile systems,

This Will be discussed later in greater detail.
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In order to test the structural criteria for hydra cell
models, one must be familiar with the normal contractile
system.

Such a comparative study was conducted; the results

follow below.
E. Contractile morphology of hydra
1. ·Normal !!!O!J2holog;y
The general cylindrical organization of hydra can be seen
in Fig. 18, a cross-section through the gastric region of
littoralis.
20 to

2~),

~

Note the thinner outer epidermal layer (E, height
and the thicker inner gastrodermal layer (G, of

variable height, between 35 and

75~),

acellular mesogleal layer (Mea, 1 to
central gastrovascular cavity (GVC).

bounding the very narrow

~thick),

and the wide,

Intercellular space(*)

is evident throughout both layers but is most pronounced near
the mesoglea, i.e., between the basal regions of the cells.
These features may be seen more clearly at higher magnification,
in both paraffin-embedded (Fig. 19) and araldite-embedded (Fig.
20) sections.

Note that the cytoplasmic details are much

more evident in the thinner, araldite-embedded section; this
greater definition is also a function of the different fixation
(see Materials and Methods).

A long, meandering, necklike

cytoplasmic process (Nk) connects the apex of each myoepithelial cell (MEC) to its basal process (EBP and GBP, Fig. 20).
Light microscopy does not reveal the fibrous nature of
the mesoglea, the size and arrangement of myofilaments in the
basal regions of the myo-epithelial cells, or the internal
organization of various organelles such as mitochondria;
these are readily observed at low magnification in electron
micrographs (see Fig. 21 and 22).

Again, as in the light
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micrographs, extensive regions of extra-cellular space (*)
can be seen, broken up by the attenuated neclt portion (Nk)
of the myo-epithelial cells.

Also note nuclei (N), each

having one nucleolus (Nc); chromatin (C) may also be seen
(Fig. 22).
a. Filaments
Three regions containing filament bundles were found in
hydra cells: in the basal processes, or muscle tails, of
the gastrodermal and epidermal myo-epithelial cells, and
in the radially-oriented, epithelial portion of the epidermal
myo-epithelial cell.
The epidermal muscle tails are packed with thick (about
160 A in diameter) and thin (diameter about 55'.A) filaments
. (see, for example, Fig. 23 and 24, Tk and Tn), apparently
unpranched, and randomly distributed.

They are parallel to

one another and run the length of the spindle-spaped base of
the myo-epithelial cell, vertically oriented in the animal.
Thin filaments far,outnumber the thick ones; a ratio of 8:1
was obtained from counts of cross-sections of various body
regions (see Table 11).

There is considerable variation in

filament density among different cells (note the large standard
errors, Table 11).

No correlation was found between density

and either body region or distance from the plasma membrane.
In the gastrodermal basal processes only thin (ca. 45,A
diameter) filaments, about 80 to 100 A apart, were seen in the
cross sections of H. littoralis observed.

Each such muscle

tail contains one thin-filament bundle, about 0.1 to

0.2~

in

diameter, which runs the length of the basal process, oriented
perpendicular to the long axis of the animal.

The entire
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muscle tail sometimes appears to be packed with these filaments
(see Fig. 25), while in other sections cytoplasmic particles
of uniform size and density (described below) share this
space (see Fig. 26 and 27, Th, P). In several gastrodermal basal
processes examined, in longitudinal sections of

~

viridis,

thick (about 140 ·A diameter) filaments as well as thin ( 25 to
45Adiameter) filaments were observed (see Fig. 28, Tn, Tk).
Here the filaments are randomly and sparsely arranged.
In many of the epidermal cells are groups of parallel
filaments, each of approximate diameter 40.A and separated
from each other by about 50 A. They seem to originate at the
edge of the muscle tail and extend the length of the neck of
the cell.

These bundles are up to 0.2)4in diameter and several

micra 1n length (see Fig. 27, 29

~nd

30, B).

No such filaments

were observed in the corresponding regions of the gastrodermal
myo-epithelial cells.
b. Cytoplasmic organelles and Eranules in the
muscle tails
Elliptical prOfiles. of mitochondria (length 0.5 to 1.1)",
width 0.3 to

0.5~)

are often seen in close proximity to the

basal filaments of the epidermis (Fig. 31 and 32, M) and gastrodermis (Fig. 26, 33, and 34, M), and occasionally in nearby
cells (Fig. 35).

Mitochondria are frequently pushed over to

the edge of the cell, sometimes less than 120 A from the plasma
membrane (see arrow, Fig. 24).

In such cases the protruding

mitochondria are usually associated with a prominent bulge·
in the cell

(Fig~

24 and 32).

Near the gastrodermal thin filaments and also in adjacent
cells and extracellular spaces are particles (P, Fig. 23, 26.
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27, 35, and 36) having a diameter of ca. 270 A.

Each such

particle appears homogeneous, but variation in density among
particles is common.

They occur in discrete form in some

cases, but usually in clusters or chains over 0.5)A long
(see Fig. 36).

Several such particles were occas1qnally

observed within mitochondria (see arrow, Fig. 26).
i

From

all these observations it can be concluded (see Fawcett,
Lent~,

1966~

1966; Revel, 1964) that they are probably glycogen.

In the gastrodermal cells is another population of
discrete particles, each of approximate diameter 150 A.

They

are all uniformly dense and are usually in the vicinity of
rough endoplasmic reticulum, which bears particles also about
150 A diameter.

Thus, all these particles are probably

ribosomes (see ER, R in Fig. 25 and 26).
Near and among the epidermal basal filaments are particles
of similar density and size (ca. 160 A)diameter) as the
gastrodermal particles just described.

They are always single,

associated neither
.
. with each other nor with any discernible
membrane system.

Because endoplasmic reticulum is absent
.

'

from these regions, the identification of thes.e particles as
free ribbsomes is only tentative, and they are labeled simply
as particles (seeP, Fig. 27, 28, 31, and 37).
c. Size of the basal processes
The mean cross-sectional area of the. epidermal muscle
tails was found to be 0.71 ± 0.09~? (N

= 2)).

Such direct

measurements of the corresponding cross-sectional areas of the
gastrodermal muscle tails were not practical, because most
of these basal processes were viewed in longitudinal section
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(.in electron micrographs of transverse sections of hydra).
The range in width (d) of these gastrodermal bases was recorded (0.16 to 0.20,t«') from such micrographs; and the crosssectional area, assumed to approximate a circle or square
{f'r'x d 2/4 or d. 2 , respectively), was estimated to be on the
order o~ 0.02 to 0.04~ 2 •

The range in length of the muscle

tails, measured in phase preparations of dissociated cells, was
20 to 50)" for epidermal cells, and 20 to

4or

for gastrodermal

cells.
d. Membrane system
Few intracellular smooth membranes were observed in the
basal region of the myo-epithelial cell; however, several
scattered, irregular profiles of intracellular vesicles (see
V, Fig. 24, 26, and 27) were noted.

The plasma membrane is

for the most part unconvoluted, with the exception of an
occas~onal

invagination (see I, Fig. 29 and 32).

The basal

process is alwayscontinuous with the rest of the cell; no
interposed membranes were seen.

Only one unit membrane· ( 70'·-A

thick) separates the muscle-like process of the

myo-epi~helial

cell from the mesoglea and surrounding extracellular space.
The basal filaments are not separated by any discernible
membranes from the rest of the cell (see Fig. 22).
In the epidermal myo-epithelial cells are tubules having
an outer diameter of ca. 200 A, usually 1n groups of 4 to 6,
parallel to and near the thick and thin basal filaments.

The

usual position for these microtubules is the periphery of the
muscle tail (see Mt. Fig. 23 and 25) • but they are occasionally
situated near the center, surrounded by filaments (Fig. 26).
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In longitudinal sections,

micro~ubules

up to

0.9f long

may be

seen (see Fig. 31, Mt).
There is a conspicuous absence, in the epidermal and
gastrodermal myo-epithelial cells, of dense bodies, such as
those frequently found in both vertebrate and invertebrate
smooth muscle (see Hanson and Lowy, 1960; Lane, 1965; MacRae,

·1965; o~~saki and Ishii, 1964; Rhodin, 1962) and also in
vertebrate myo-epithelial cells (Ellis, 1965; Tamarin, 1966).
These bodies are thought by most of these authors to correspond
to the Z lines of striated muscle (Huxley, 1957).
e. Intercellular relationships
The interdigitating epidermal muscle bases (see Fig. 24
and 27) seem to be in intimate relationship with each other,
usually separated by less than 200 A, with many thin strands
running between them.

This proximity is occasionally violated

(see *• Fig. 24) by spaces (ca.

~wide,

in which such strands are absent.

and up to

~long)

In regions in which there is

'·

no discemi ble space between two adjacent cells, membrane.
fusion is never observed; individual membranes maintainitheir
trilaminar appearance (see Fig. 38).
Another type of epidermal junctional specialization may
be observed in the region of the hypostome.

Here again the

cells are separated ··by less than 200 A, and intercellular
strand-like material is evident.

In addition, however, a

homogeneous, dense layer of varying thickness (200 to 300 A)
lines the inner layer of the cell membranes (see Figo 39).

This

junction is rather extensive, up to 7"1ong in cross-section,
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and usually terminates near the mesoglea.
The gastrodermal basal processes are evidently very
long; few endings were observed (but see Fig. 35, arrow),
although the investigation was not exhaustive.

There seems

to be no unusual intercellular junction in this region;
unit membranes
of the two adjacent processes are 140 A apart.
I
Adjacent gastrodermal muscle tails are usually separated
from each other.

In one case, however, a wide cytoplasmic

connection (0.1 p) was observed between two adjacent muscle
tails seen in cross section (see region between two arrows in
Fig. 28).

This might be anomalous, however; these basal

processes are flanked by mesoglea (labeled Mes) on two
opposite sides.
f.

The mesoglea, and associations between
epidermis and gastrodermis

The width of the acellular mesoglea varies; it is as thin
as 0.2;u in the peduncle region and up.to 1.7 ;u 1n the gastric
region, with an overall average thickness of ca. lJU (see Mes,
Fig. 24, 26, 27, and 29).

Filaments (ca. 40 A diameter) in

the mesoglea are arranged randomly, or in a complex pattern.
Both longitudinal and transverse sectional views of these filaments may be observed in transverse sections of H. littoralis.
In one particular longitudinal section of H. viridis (see Fig.
28, Mes) longitudinal profiles are seen in one region and
perpendicular views in nearby areas{*).
In sections characterized by accumulations of glycogen in the
cytoplasm, particles of similar size (about 300 A diameter) are
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scattered throughout the mesoglea (P, Fig. 36).

There are

also small, dense particles (100 A diameter), particularly
conspicuous near longitudinally arranged mesogleal filaments
(see arrows, Fig. 25 and 30).
The surface of the epidermal and gastrodermal basal
processes abutting the mesoglea are usually smooth (see Fig.
',

26 and 27) but occasionally convoluted (Fig. 28, 35, and 36).
No direct contact was found between the epidermal and the
gastrodermal cells, but there are many instances of cytoplasmic,
rootlike insertions deep into the mesoglea (see epidermal RI,
Fig. 21, 24, 25, 32, and 39) gastrodermal RI, Fig. 21).

Fig. 30

shows a pair of processes, one from the epidermis and one from
the gastrodermis.

Such rootlike processes maift even be seen,

in some instances, in phase micrographs (Fig. 11, 12, RI) of
dissociated myo-epithelial cells.
small, faintly-staining, spherical bodies (ca. 4oo A in
diameter) are frequently observed between epidermal muscle
processes

(label~d

's,iri Fig.

and not membrane bound.
surface of the cells.

?7. 30, and 32). They are homogeneous

Some seem . to be tangent to the outer
Similar bodies may be seen in the

mesoglea and also in a gastrodermal muscle tail in Fig. 27 (8).
A possible function of these bodies will be discussed later.
2. Morphologz after treatment with

s~ponin

Keeping in mind the above description of the normal
contractile system and intercellular relationships in the contractile regions of hydra, we may now consider the models
produced by saponin treatment, with respect to the structural
criteria set down earlier (I A).
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a. Maintenance of

~

bilayered organization

There was no evidence from observations made with a
dissecting microscope for any extensive separation of the
gastrodermis from the epidermis during extraction with saponin
or digitonin.
(see

Fig~ 40)

However, electron micrographs of these animals
reveal the separation of the bases of the myo•

epithelial cells from the mesoglea.

In contrast are the close

associations of these basal processes with the mesoglea of
normal hydra, described above, and also observed by Drs.
Julian F. Haynes, Lowell E. Davis, and Allison L. Burnett
(personal

~ommunication).

b. Maintenance of

~

distinct outline of hydra

After saponin or digitonin treatment, hydra never showed
as complete breakdown of the gross organization of the column
as that which occurred during glycerination.
~

The fuzziness

at the base still occurred, although the hypos tome remained
more distinct after saponin treatment than after glycerination.
c. Columrt length
Since the epidermal and gastrodermal layers oppose each
other in maintaining the hydra's shape, it is very difficult
to distinguish a state in which both layers are relaxed from
a state in which the opposing layers are partially contracted;
each state could define a "rest length".
animals in

5%

It was observed that

ethanol for 10 minutes (suggested by Dr. Fred A.

Diehl as a relaxant for both layers, .personal communication)
remained extended but did not respond to mechanical stimuli.
This, the length of<...an:· animal

na:rccltiz~d·

as its rest length {for!!.!. viridis, 4,..)

1:b. this way w·as defined

± 0.1 mm). Column
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lengths, after saponin extraction and wash treatment,
approached but never reached this narcotized length (see,
for example, Tables 6 and 7).
In addition, the relaxed state of the column could be
assessed qualitatively by observations of its overall shape:
the more nearly it approximated a sphere (with width equal to
',

length), the more contracted it was; the more nearly cylindrical (with parallel sides, and width much less than length) •
the more relaxed.

However, this was not completely satis-

factory, because it really described the state of contraction
of the gastrodermis; the column elongates and the sides become
parallel as the gastrodermal layer contracts.

Data for

changes in column lengths as a function of time of extraction
and wash treatment have already been presented (Section I C).
d. Maintenance of intercellular adhesion
It is clear that this conditiont is critical if a change
in column length produced by ATP and divalent ions is to be a
valid measure of the combined contraction of all the myoepithelial cells; if the cells do not maintain the intercellular.t' ·
connections prevalent in live animals, then they contract only
as independent units and not as two interacting sheets of
cells.

This property was the most difficult to achieve; in

fact, after all extraction procedures tried, the cells were
held together loosely, if at all.
Septate desmosomes and other intercellular junctions
which are so pronounced in normal hydra (see, for example,
Fig. 24, 27, and 39) apparently break down during treatment
with saponin.

Remnants of a tight junction (J) and nearby
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what probably were previously three points of contact between
two basal processes (arrows) may be seen in Fig. 4·), an
electron micrograph of a saponin model.

Similar regions

showing the breakdown of intercellular contact are seen in
Fig. 42.
It

~as

found necessary to keep the animals completely

immersed during solution changes throughout extraction and
washing; when most of the solution was removed, the resulting
surface tension caused immediate dispersion of the cells.
Furthermore, when these treated animals were transferred to
a slide and covered with a coverslip, the cells dissociated
immediately, without application of additional pressure.

This

was not the case with untreated animals.
In conclusion, the four conditions for whole animals were
never completely attained under any of the extraction techniques
tried; this fact must be borne in mind in interpreting the
results (in Section II A which follows later) based on changes
in column length of,such treated hydra upon introduction of
contraction solution.
e. Structural organization at the cellular level
The cytological organization of the contractile system,
on the other hand, was well preserved throughout the standard
saponin-extraction and urea-wash treatment.
remained

relaxed~

preparations.

Myo-epithelial cells

many T-shaped cells were observed in phase

Thick and thin myofilaments are still present

in the epidermal myo-epithelial cells, as observed in electron
micrographs '(Fig. 41, Tk, Tn).

Mi'tochondria appear slightly

damaged ln some areai!t (note swollen mitochondria, Fig. 44),
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although the double-membraned organization is still evident
(Fig. 42, M).

In other areas (Fig. 45, M) the mitochondria

appear completely normal after saponin and urea treatment.
Plasma membranes (Fig. 41, UM) are still visible, but seem
fainter.
Thus, the condition that the contractile apparatus
remain intact, while the plasma membrane is altered, was met
in cell models produced by saponin extraction.
Summarizing, a standard extraction and wash procedure
was developed for the preparation of models which satisfied the
physiological and morphological criteria; the chemical mechanism
of contraction could now be investigated.
II. Contraction of models
A. Models of whole animals
Very few experiments were conducted on whole animals, due
to the complications outlined above {Section I E 2) in keeping
them intact.

More~ver,

even in intact animals, a change in

column length repres~nted the interaction of epidermal shortening and gastrodermal lengthening, the relative effects of which
could not be assessed without the corresponding data for single
cells of both layers.

In spite of these complications, however,

the results were useful in establishing time curves and concentration ranges of ATP and divalent ions for later experiments.
The saponin-extracted

~

viridis from the time-of-wash

experiment described above (see Table 6) were immersed in
contraction solution (see Table 12).and measured every 5 minutes.
The mean column length decreased for 10 to 15 minutes, then
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reached a plateau at about 80% of the initial length (i.e.,
before contraction solution; see Table 6).

The results

a~e

summarized graphically in Fig. 2.
The concentration range of ATP in which contraction of

!:h: littoralis occurs was investigated by immersing 5 groups
of saponin-extracted animals (see Table 13) in solut1ons con'~

taining CaCl2, MgC1 2 , and 0, 1, 5, 10, or 20 mM ATP, respectively.
Column lengths were measured 15 minutes later. The results in
Table 13 are based on the grouped data from 3 replicates done
on consecutive days.

An increase of about 20% of the initial

column length was found in the absence of ATP (i.e. , upon
addition of just 1 mM CaC1 2 and 5 mM MgC1 2 ; see Table 13).
Shortening of about 25% of the initial length was observed
in 1 to 10 mM ATP (plus Mg 2+ and ca 2+ as above), and of
slightly less (about 15%) in 20 mM ATP.

These results will

be discussed later with respect to concentration ratios of
ATP and divalent ions.
B. -Cell models
'

Most observations and other results presented in this
section were based on experiments in which

~

viridis were

subjected to the standard extraction and wash procedure
described earlier, with occasional exceptions as indicated.
1~
'

Contraction as a function

---..

-

lillllllliW

of

~

time in oontrantion
=;;,;;

~

~·

.,;;;.,.;;;.~;;;..;..;..........

solution

.....,_.;.;;..;;.......;;.·.-

The temporal endpoint for observable changes in cell
shape was determined by counts, at 1 minutet:intervals, of
the percentage of 'gastrodermal and epidermal cells contracted
after the introduction of contraction solution.

It can be
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seen in Fig. 4 that the epidermal curve levels off by 2 minutes,
at approximately 55%, and the gastrodermal curve reaches a
plateau by 3.5 minutes, at about 50%.
Cell counts in future experiments were made 4 minutes
after the, introduction of contraction solution.
2.• Variation among rei?licates
i

Ten replicates of the same experimental procedure were
carried out on two different days, in which the percentages
of epidermal and gastrodermal cells contracted (out of a total
of ca. 100 cells scored) were calculated, based on counts made
4 minutes after addition of contraction solution.

The varia•

tion (see SD in Table 14) among replicates was found to be
quite low.

3· Contraction

~ ~

function of

Btl

The optimum pH for epidermal contraction was found to be
different from that for gastrodemis (see Fi "g. 5 and Table 15).
Epidermal contraction was maximal at pH 6.8 (48 ± 1%); while
the highest point on. the gastrodermal curve was at pH 7.6

(58± 2%), with a possible second maximum at pH 7.0 (41 ± 0.2%).
The Mgc12 concentration was 1 x lo-4 M in .some replicates and
5 x 10•4 M in others. As the data obtained were not significantly different in those two cases, they were all treated
together.

4. Roles of ATP, ca2+, and Mg 2+ in .!ill!, contraction
.2f cell models
a. Qualitative observations
(1) Reversibilitr 2f contraction
In a preliminary experiment epidermal cell models changed
in shape from a ftT" to a rectangle, i.e., tb type C II• in
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solution containing 5 x lo- 4 M ATP, J x lo- 4 M Cacl 2 , 5 x lo-3
M im1dazole-HC1 buffer (pH 6.9), and KCl (I=

0.02~).

out with urea solution reversed this effect.

Gastrodermal

cell shape remained unchanged throughout this time.

Washing

The same

contraction solution caused irreversible contraction of the
c I type in both epidermal and gastrodermal myo-epithelial cells
i

of another preparation (i.e., these cells became spherical).
No contraction was observed if either CaCl2 or ATP was omitted
from the solution. Cells contracted (C I) in ATP, ca 2+, KCl.
and buffer (as above) plus 1.5 M urea; thus, the contractile
response was to ATP and ca 2+, since the ionic strength, pH,
and urea concentration remained the same as in the wash solution.
(2) Epidermal and gastrodermal differences in
contraction

~

! function of length

2£.!!!h

treatment
Saponin-treated hydra were exposed to 30, 60, or 90
minutes

~n

washed for

urea-free solution (see Table 16)/before being
~0 min~tes

in the usual urea solution.

The difference

in contractile response was greatest between gastrodermal and
epidermal cells which had little or no extra wash treatment
(see Table 16); very few gastrodermal cells were scored asCI,
while almost all the epidermal cells contracted in contraction
solution.

When gastrodermal cells had been washed for at least

60 minutes beyond the normal treatment, they, too, contracted.
However, cells began to lose definition by this time; as the
period of wash treatment increased, progressively fewer intact
cells were observed.
(3) The significance of the ATP:Mg 2+ ratio and
the influence .2! ca 2+ .2!!. contraction
Contraction of epidermal and gastrodermal cell models was
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tested in the presence of various combinations of ATP (5 x lo-4
M), CaC1 2 (3 X lo-4 M), and MgC12 (3 X 10-4 or 1 X lo-3 M). It
can be seen from the summary of the results (Table 17) that
when ATP was present, the concentration ratio of ATP to Mg2+
was inversely related to the extent of the contractile response
observed; i.e.,.as (ATtll(Mg2+11ncreased, the contractile
response diminished (compare prepns 1 and 8, 4 and 9).

Further...

more, Ca ions seemed to stimulate contraction in the presence
of ATP (compare prepns 1 and 4, 8 and 9).
required for contraction.

Finally, ATP is

The only evidence to the contrary

(prepn 5, gastrodermal cells) was unrepeatable (prepn 6).

Few

observable differences in contractile response between epidermal
and gastrodermal cells were noted in this experiment.
The enhancing effect of ca2+ may further be noted in
Table 18; contraction occurred in the presence of 5 x lo-4 M
ATP only when cac12 concentration was greater than 5 x lo-6 M.
Contraction of both epidermal and gastrodermal

myo-~pithe1ial

"·

cells was observed'in the presence of CaCl2 in the contraction
range 5 x lo-5 through 5 x 10-4M. At l . x lo-3 M cac1 2 , however,
few c I cells were seen.
In another experiment the role of Mg ion concentration was
investigated, in particular with reference to ATP concentration
(Table 19).

Contraction (C I) of gastrodermal cells was

observed for MgCl2 concentration greater than 5 x lq-4 M (the
concentration of ATP also present in each solution).

As in

the case of ca2+, an upper concentration limit was found above
which no contraction occurred.

Only a few cells contracted

at 15 x lo-4 M, and none at 20 x 10·~ MgC12•

·-----
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b. guantitative data: Contraction

~!

function

of equal concentrations of ATP !.lli! MgClz at
different Ca levels
The remainder of the results on cell models are quantitat.i ve; mean percentages of cells contracted obtained in these
experiments were based on counts of 100 cells per replicate,
i

three replicates per experiment.
Contraction of cell models was measured as a function of
equal concentrations of ATP and MgC1 2 (varied from 1 x 10-7 to
J x lo-4 M), with total Ca concentration (after EGTA chelation;
see Appendix, V) equal to 10-8, lo-6, and lo- 4 ~ in three
successive experiments.

.

The results are summarized for ep1der-

mal and gastrodermal contraction in Tables 20 and 21, respect·tvely •
and compared graphically in Fig. 6.

No differences in contractile

response were found between saponin-extracted and digitoninextracted cells, so these treatments are considered together.
A slightly basic pH (7.2) was chosen for these experiments,
since no differences in contractile response had been found
previously between gastrodermal and epidermal cells at this
pH value (see Fig. 5).

However, as will be brought out, this

relationship between epidermal and gastrodermal contractile
responses does not hold under other ionic conditions.

The

results for the two types of contractile cells will therefore
be considered first separately, then together.
The epidermal curves for lo-6 M and 10-4 M Ca each displayed two maxima, at p(total Mg) and p(total ATP) between

6.5 and 7.0, and between 4.0 and 4.5, respectively (see arrows
F1@). 6 band c).

The 10-6M curve (Fig. 6.a) had only one
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real maximum (indicated by an arrow), between 4.5 and 5.0.
At the two maxima for the l0-4 curve the percentages of epidermal
cells contracted were greater than at the respective maxima for
the 10-6M curve (Table 20, *).

Likewise, the minimum value

of 'the former curve was greater than that of the latter (Table
20, +).

Arilother trend was the shift to the right of points of

inflection {i.e., minima and maxima) as Ca. concentration increased
(Table 20, Fig. 6).

The lo-8 M curve 4iffered most strikingly

from the other two curves in the lower range of Mg and ATP
concentration; little contraction was observed from Mg and ATP
concentrations equal to 0 up to 10~6 M for the lo-8 M curve,
whereas each of the other curves exhibited a maximum in this
region.
The ga.stroderma.l Mg-ATP curves for 10-8 M and lo-6 M ca.
(see Fig. 6 a and b) did not differ significantly from each
other (based on t ratios for each Mg-ATP level) •
showed

~

Both curves

plateau (about 25 to 35% of the gastrodermal cells

contracted) between 7.0 or 6.5 and 5.0, and relatively fewer
cells contracted (about 10 to 20%) between 4.5 and 3.5.

A

questionable drop (to about 15%) appeared in both curves at
6.0.

The lo-4 M curve {Fig. 6 c) seemed to be shifted to the

right, in comparison with the other two ga.stroderma.l curves;
it was characterized by a wide plateau of maximal contraction
(30 to 35%) between 6.0 and 4.o. possibly decreasing at 3.5.
Up to 3 x 10 .. 7 M total Mg and ATP concentration the mean
percentage of cells contracted was between 8 and 13.
The area under each epidermal curve was .greater than for
the corresponding gastrodermal curve (see Fig. 6); i.e.,
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relatively more epidermal cells were contracted.

The difference

between the heights of the two curves at each Ca level was
greatest at the points (see arrows, Fig. 6) of maximal epidermal
contraction.
).

~

C II contraction £! cell models

Th~ above res,Jl ts (II B 1 to 4) were all for contracted

cells of type C I.

c II cells were also scored (see Table 22)

in the Mg-ATP experiment described above (II B 4 b).

The

results for such contracted epidermal and gastrodermal cells
for lo-8 M and lo-4 M ca were bizarre (see Fig. 7).
When Ca concentration equalled lo-8 M, varying the
concentration of ATP and MgC1 2 between 1 x lo-7 and J x lo-4
had no effect on epidermal contraction; ca. 20% of the cells
were contracted over this range and also in the absence of
ATP and MgClz (see Fig. 7 e.) •

The lo-4 M curve (see Fig. 7 b)

decreased from 4'3% in the absence of ATP and MgC1 2 down to 18%
at p(total Mg) a~d p(total ATP) equal to 5.0. At 4.5 there was
a high epidermal p~ak (56%); the curve dropped down below 20%
for higher MgCl2 and ATP concentrations.
The curves for gastrodermal cells w·ere considerably higher
than the corresponding epidermal curves.

The 10-8 M curve

(Fig. 7 c) had a slight minimum (48%) at p(total Mg) and
p(total ATP) equal to 5.5.

The 10~4 M curve (Fig. 7 d) consisted

of two plateaus, one below 6.5 and the other above 6.0, at
approximately 80 and 60% respectively.
6. Inhibition of contraction of cell models £l

Salzrga~

Salyrgan in concentrations of 1 x lo-5, J x lo-5, 1 x lo-4,
and 3 x lo-4 M was added to contraction solutions (see Fig. 8)
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which normally produced over 50% contracted epidermal cells
and over JO% contracted gastrodermal cells of the type C I.
Inhibition resulted. which did not vary in extent over the
concentration range tested (see Table 23).

The mean percentages

of cells of the C I type were 54 and )8 respectively for the
epiderm.al1 and gastrodermal controls, and about 22 and 12
respectively with Salyrgan (see Fig. 8 a).

Salyrgan had no

observable effect on C II cobtraction (see Fig. 8 b and Table

24).

,...

------------~
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DISCUSSION

r: Preparation of

mod~ls

A. The standard procedure (saponin extraction

~gg ~

washing) for preparation of models
The optimum concentration of saponin and time of extraction.
derived experimentally, are similar to those conditions used by
Hoffmann-Berling (1958) in producing a model of Vorticella,
and to the treatment which yields uniformly-spaced pits or
holes, 80 A in diameter, over the surface of cell membranes
(Dourmashkin, Dougherty, and Harris, 1963; Muir, 1962).
The total extraction and wash time (42 minutes) is less
than that used to produce most glycerinated models (SzentGy&rgy1, 1949).

However, 1t is comparable to the period of

glycer1nation and wash treatment used by Townes and Brown
(1965) to make Vorticella models and by Kinoshita, Andoh,
and Hoffmann-Berling,(l964; see also Hoffmann-Berling, 1964)
to ext,ract relaxing factor from fibroblast cells.

Thus, the

conditions for the preparation of models are quite reasonable.
B. Phrsiological acceptability of models
The standard procedure for the preparation of contractile
models of hydra met reasonably well the criteria for an
acceptable model set down in the Results, Section I A.

Each

of the criteria will be evaluated separately here.
1. Respiration
The concern in this phase of the investigation was with
the energy sources in hydra cells after extraction; as was
brought out earlier (Results, I A) • it is desirable that contractile models be ho longer capable of endogenous re,piration.
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In this light, a great decrease in the ability to produce
chemical energy has been demonstrated for glycerol models (see
review by Perry, 1956), and also, in the present study, for
saponin models (see Fig. J, for example).

There is much

evidence that most of the substrates and coenzymes required
for respiration are removed by extraction, particularly by
i

saponin.

McNairy (1966) showed that saponin treatment arrested

,oxygen consumption of rat liver, kidney, and diaphragm muscle;
these tissues exhibited partial recovery upon the introduction
of excess glucose.
of

~-ketoglutarate

Liver and kidney mitochondrial oxidation
was inhibited to a greater extent than was

oxidation of succinate after saponin treatment.

This inhibition

of • -ketoglutarate oxidation was partially reversed by the
addition of nicotinamide-adenine dinucleotide or Coenzyme A
to the incubation medium.

His contention that saponin might

inhibit respiration by causing a leakage of respiratory cofactors from the system is supported by the results presented
here, i.e., by the ,, decrease in the' slope of the saponin curves
with increased wash time (Fig.

J). No such change in rate of

oxygen consumption was noted for the c_ontrols.

Differences

between the two control flasks in rate of oxygen consumption might
have been related to overcrowding in the flasks and a resulting
competition for oxygen (see Umbrei t et al., 1959); the control
flask with more animals (i.e., greater total dry weight) con•
sumed less oxygen per mg dry wt than did the other control.
It is not as evident from the literature that glycerol
treatment causes a leakage of substrate. coenzymes, and/or
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soluble enzymes.

On the contrary, most of the investigators

of metabolic activity in glycerinated models have added either
substrate

and/or coenzymes to a homogenate or have assayed for

enzymes which are known to be structurally bound to membrane
systems in the cell.

Wilson et al. (1959) found no difference

in oxygep consumption between fresh and well-glycerinated
rabbit psoas muscle fibers in media containing succinate; the
rate of oxygen consumption in fresh fibers decreased by onethird when succinate was omitted.

Unfortunately, they did

not measure oxygen consumption by glycerinated fibers in the
absence of succinate.

Naylor and Merrillees (1964) , in demon•

strating that 40 to 60% cytochrome oxidase and succinate dehydrogenase activity remain in toad ventricular muscle after
storage for 10 months in 50% glycerol, included cytochrome
c and succinate, respectively, in the medium.

Thus, they

showed that these enzymes, which are known to be tightly
bound,to the mitochondrial cristae (see Singer, 196)), are
not removed by glycerination; because they used the technique:~
for homogenates (Umbreit et al., 19.59), they were unable to
carry out the measurement of enzymatic activity due to endogenous substrate alone.

On the other hand,

~erry

(1956)

reports that the activity of many other enzymes present in
fresh muscle has been shown to be greatly reduced or abolished
by glycerination.
It is clear that extraction by either glycerol or saponin
interferes with cellular respiration; the extent of the interference should be investigated before one can,assume that he
has isolated the contractile system.
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.2. Transmembrane resting

~otential

Muscle-fiber models were used to compare resting potentials
after saponin extraction with those which have been measured
(Naylor and Merrillees, 1964) after glycerination.

The reduc-

tion in potential after saponin treatment to, at most, one-third
the

tran~membrane

resting potential of normal fibers (see Table

9), compares favorably with the results of Naylor and Merrillees

(1964) for glycerinated muscle (30 to 35 mv after 6 weeks in
glycerol, 92 to 95 mv for freshly-excised muscle).

As was

mentioned earlier (Materials and Methods, VB), only cells
with a potential significantly greater than zero were recorded;
it is likely that in many fibers the transmembrane resting potential after saponl.n treatment was too low to be detected.
Furthermore, saponin and other surface-active agents have been
shown to alter other related properties of plasma membranes,
as will be d1soussed later (I D).

Thus, the criterion that

the membrane must no longer act as a diffusion barrier to ions.
i.e., that it must'no longer maintain a potential, can be
considered to be met by saponin extraction.

3. Motilitx
To test the criterion of motility, saponin models of
sartorious muscle fibers were tested so that comparisons
could be made with known and thoroughly-studied glycerol models. ·
It was found that saponin models shorten upon the addition
of ATP and divalent ions; the extent of the contraction (down
to ca. 80% of their initial, equilibrium length) was less,
however, than thatwh1ch has been :reported for glycerinated
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fibers (down to ca. 20% of their rest length; see, for example,
Hoffmann-Berling, 1960; H.H. Weber, 1958).
in technique can explain this difference.

Several variations
First of all, the

fiber length measured after the addition of contraction
solution (see Table 10) was compared with the equilibrium
length attained after extraction.

Because fibers shorten

somewhat after removal from the animal (i.e •• they decrease
from their "rest length"; see Szent-Gygrgyi, 1949) and because
saponin causes further shortening (B'r'ny et al., 1960) , it
follows that the final length expressed as a percentage of the
equilibrium length was greater than if it had been compared
with the rest length.

Furthermore, relaxing factor (see

Bendall, 1953; Marsh, 1952; also review paper by Hasselbach,
1964) may have remained after the short (38 minutes) extraction
and wash treatment.

Contraction of such briefly-washed fibers

is favored by lower ATP concentration (Bozler, 1951; Hasselbach
and A. ,weber, 1955) and lower ionic strength (about o.o4p.);
higher values (O.l5fAor more) promote dissociation of actomyos1n (Hasselbach, 1964) and inhibit contraction (Bozler,
1951).

Finally, fiber bundles, rather than single fibers, were

used; time for diffusion of molecules

to

the center was corres-

pondingly greater (see Edman, 1957: Hasselbach, 1952; Hasselbach
and A. Weber, 1955).

It is likely that saponin models made

from smaller fiber bundles would shorten in solution containing
less ATP and of lower iontc strength, to the same extent as
do glycerinated models, especially if this shortening is
expressed as a percentage of rest length, rather than equilibrium
length.
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c. Contractile morpholo8l after treatment with saQon1n
Models produced by saponin treatment are

compatibl~

morphologically as well as physiologically with contractile
systems extracted with glycerol.

Both extraction methods leave

the ultrastructural appearance of the mybfilaments unchanged.
The decreased integrity of membranes and the various degrees
of mitochpndrial damage observed in electron micrographs in
this work are similar to the changes in muscle produced by
glycer1nat1on (Bergman, 1958; Naylor and Merrillees, 1964).
D. Relationship between increased permeability and)
dissociation of cells.
Hydra cells separated readily after
and washing in ca-free solution.

sapon~n

extraction

The associated decrease in

intercellular association, while hindering the maintenance of
models of intact organisms, facilitated the development of
isolated cell models.
The agents employed in this and similar experimental
procedures to increase permeability of the cell, in doing so
very likely alter the surface properties of the membrane which
are necessary for the maintenance of intercellular adhesion.
Such a correlation between increased permeability and decreased
intercellular adhesion has been found in many types of cancer
cells (see review by Abercrombie and Ambrose, 1962).
The extraction and wash treatment of hydra probably
affected permeability and cellular interaction in three nonrelatedphases: (1) alteration of the membrane by saponin,
followed by (2) the action of urea, 1n (J) a Ca-free solution.
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There is ample evidence that surface-active agents, in
addition to increasing permeability, also alter cell shape and
cellular interactions.

With respect to their first action,

lytic agents such as saponin and digitonin lower transmembrane
potentials· (measured in saponin-treated muscle

f~bers;

see

Table 9) and increase, permeability, both to ions (Bangham,
i

Standish, and Weissmann, 1965; Davson and Danielli, 1938) and
to larger molecules; sapond.n treatment increases insulin
uptake by leucocytes (Karnovsky et al., 1964), and the deter•
gent sodium lauryl sulfate causes uptake of the dye nigrosin
by

Ehrlich ascites cells (Palmer, Hodes, and Warren, 1961).

The second action of saponin and digitonin is evidenced by
their stimulation of phagocytosis in leucocytes (Karnovsky
et al., 1964) and bulging of erythrocyte cell membranes (Seeman.

1967).

A similar effect on cellular interaction by detergents

was reported by Cahn (1967), who showed that failure to remove
the detergent present on new Millipore filters resulted in a
great decrease in

~~gregation

and differentiation of chick

cartilage cells.

Thus, it is not surprising that saponin and

digitonin decrease intercellular adhesion in hydra.
Treatment with Ca-free urea solution further contributed
to the decrease in intercellular association.

The importance

of Ca and other divalent ions in the maintenance of adhesion
between cells is well established (see review, Steinberg, 1958);
in. fact, a Ca- and
cells.

Mg~free

medium is commonly used to separate

This separation is a gradual process; Zeidman (1947)

found that the force required to separate two buccal epithelial

·------
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cells decreased with time, over a half-hour period.

Negatively ..

charged sites on the surfaces of two adjacent cells are thought
to be linkeq by one divalent Ca ion, and weaker H bonds and van
der Waals forces probably increase the intercellular attractions
(Pethica, 1962).
contribut~ng

The configurations of the surface proteins

to these forces and charges may have been altered

by the m:Ud urea treatment (see Hamaguchi, 1955 a, 1955 b;
von Hippel and Harrington, 1960: Klotz, 1960).
In summary, the saponin-extraction, urea-wash treatment
of contractile cells was shown to yield models which satisfy
the criteria which have been set forth.

Namely, these cell

models contract upon the addition of ATP and divalent ions;
their transmembrane potentials are greatly reduced (in sartorious fibers), perhaps abolished (in hydra cells); their
endogenous respiration is greatly reduced and decreases with
time; their contractile systems are structurally intact.
Furthermore,

evid~nce

has been presented from the literature

"
that after such a treatment
these models are highly permeable

to soluble ions and larger molecules.

Saponin models compare

favorably with those produced with glycerol, with respect to
the above criteria.

Thus, a high degree of confidence can be

placed in the isolation within the cell of the contractile
system, the chemical environment of which can be altered
experimentally and systematically to produce movement comparable
to that of the living system.
such

The effects on contraction by

systematic alterations of pH, ionic strength, ATP and

divalen~km

concentrations, have already been presented

(Results, II): their interpretations and various significances
will now be discussed.,

...-------
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II. The contractile system of hydra
A. The chemical mechanism 2f contraction

~~

studied

!t~h

cell models)
1. ghanges 1n cell sha2e during contraction

·A transformation in the myo-epithelial cell model from a
relaxed,

~

shape to a round or spherical appearance was employed

as a direct indication of its contraction.

Such changes in

cell shape have been observed in fibroblast models (Hasselbach
and A. Weber, 1955; Hoffmann-Berling, 1959, 1960, 1964; Hoffmann•
Berling and H.H. Weber, 195J; H.H. Weber, 1958) and models of
ameba (Hoffmann-Berling, 1960; Simard-Duquesne and Couillard,

1962).
shape

The conversion in the hydra-cell model to a spherical
seem~

to involve retraction of the attenuated basal

processes, accompanied by shortening of the columnar portion
of the cell, although these two separate local contractions
are usually masked by the uniform contraction of the entire
cell.

Both of these alterations probably occur in;1hydra cells

in v&vo.

The retraction of the basal processes of the gastro-

dermal or epidermal myo-epithelial cells would lead to the
contraction of the respective layer (i.e., elongation of the
animal in the case of gastrodermis, and shortening for the
epidermal layer).

The conversion from columnar to cuboidal

epithelium has been , correlated with changes in the contracted
state of hydra; Gauthier (196)) ,, Greenwood. (1888), and Semal-van
Gansen (1952) all observed a decrease in height of these cells
during contraction.
An attempt to separate the contraction of the basal processes from uniform 'oontrac:bion·i·Of·
results (see. for example, Fig.

the~.cell

led to ambiguous

?). Hoffmann•Berling (see
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review article, 1964) has expressed a similar difficulty in
obtaining equatorial constriction (cytokinesis) of glycerinated
models of fibroblast cells in anaphase; they became spherical
in the presence of ATP and divalent ions.

Kinoshita et al.

(1964) recently reported that relaxing factor, normally present
and probably unevenly distributed in these fibroblast cells,
was removed and/or inactivated in less than an hour of glycerol
extraction.

When these cells were incubated in a medium

containing "relaxing grana" isolated either from rabbit skeletal
muscle or from homogenized fibroblast cells, thelr, ability
to exhibit regional constriction was restored.
extraction of hydra inactivated some

simila~.

Possibly, the
unevenly-distrib•

uted' factor partially responsible for asymmetrical, local
contractions of the cell.

In this event, the gastrodermal

~nd

epidermal inactivation rates would probably differ; then,
after extraction more active relaxing factor would remain in,
say, the gastrodermal than the epidermal cells.

Thus,

relatively more gastrodermal cells would be capable of type C
II contraction.

'

This was found to be the case (compare Fig.

7 a and c, band d).
However, there exists another possible interpretation
of the high percentage of type C II contracted gastrodermal
cells always obtained, based on a scoring artefact.

There

are two major types of large, green gastrodermal cells in
~ virld!~:

(1) digestive cells, having basal muscle processes

(and thus, the true "gastrodermal myo-epithelial" cell) and
(2) gland cells, lacking them (Burnett, 1959: Hyman, 1940,
p. J74).

The gland cells could easily have been mistaken

~or
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digestive cells in type C II form.

Furthermore, the gastro-

dermal basal processes are rather short and are much less
robust than those of the epidermal myo-epithelial cells (see
Fig. 11 and 15, also Mueller, 1950); thus, it is difficult
to distinguish a relaxed gastrodermal myo-epithelial cell
from one of type c II.
2. Interactions among ATP, Ca,

~ ~

At nearly neutral pH and low ionic strength, contraction
of epidermal myo-epithelial cells of hydra requires ATP (see,
for example, Tables 13 and 17) plus at least one divalent
ion.

In the presence of ATP, either Ca (Table 18) or Mg

(Table 17, prepn 8; Table 20; Fig. 65 a) is necessary but not
sufficient to stimulate contraction.

In this respect not

only the absolute concentrations of these divalent ions, but
more important, their relative concentrations with respect to
ATP are critical, as will be discussed here.
When ATP, Ca, and Mg are in buffered solution (at
approximately neutral pH) , the following ionic species will
be present in equilibrium concentrations: ATP:3!':', ATP4-, ca2t-,
Mg2+, CaATp2-, and MgATp2- (see Appendix, VI, for stability
constants).

Contraction, particularly of epidermal cells,

will be analyzed, then, as a function of the relative concentrations of all these substrates.

In this light, two broad

questions may be posed: (1) What causes the peak of contraction
(Fig. 6 a, b, c) that occurs at high concentrations of total
Mg and ATP, affected only slightly by changes in total Ca
concentration; and (2) W·hich substrate or substrates are
responsible for the peak that occurs at lower Mg and ATP
concentrations and

incr~ases

in amplitude with increasing
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concentration of total Ca.

One way of approaching these problems

is to examine the concentration ratios for all possible

com~

binatlons of ions and ion complexes, as functions of total
ATP, Mg, and Ca concentrations, looking for correlations
between contraction peaks and maximum activator-to-inhibitor
concentration ratios.

In this approach ATP4- and ATPJ- may be

il

combined and their sum denoted simply by "ATP" or "free ATP,"
because at a given pH their concentration ratio is constant
(see Appendix, VI, equation [1]), that is, invariant under
changes in total ATP, Mg, and Ca. concentrations.

Negative

logarithms of absolute concentrations of ATP ions, ca2+, Mg2+,
CaATP 2- , and MgATP 2- , as evaluated at pH 7.2 for the solutions
corresponding to Figure 6 a, b, and c, are listed in Table 25;
and curves showing concentration ratios for all possible
combinations of these five substrates versus total Mg and
ATP concentrations, at each total Ca level, may be seen in
Fig. 9.
There is much. evidence from studies of higher muscle
'

(Geske, Ulbrecht, and H.H. Weber, 1957; Hasselbach, 1964;
Maruyama and Watanabe, 1962; Seidel and Gergely, 196); Watanabe,
Sergeant, and Angleton, 1964; A. Weber, 1959; and A. Weber and
Winicur, 1961) that all of these components bind, with
different affinities, to the contractile protein, with
various degrees of stimulation or inhibition among the
enzyme-substrate complexes so formed.

Support will be pre-

sented for the following three theses: (1) Each of the abovementioned substrates forms a compl·ex with the contractile
system in the following decreasing order of affinity: ATP~~ ..

ATP~3-::-. Mg2+ )MgATP2· )CaATP2-.

Furthermore, (2) T.he true
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activators of contraction are MgATP 2 - and CaATP2-; while free
ATP ions and possibly Mg ions inhibit.

Finally, (3) MgATp2-.

competes with CaATp2- - stimulated contraction; that is, both
metal-ATP complexes are competetive inhibitors for contraction.
A similar relationship between Ca and Mg has been demonstrated
by Prosser (1967) in sponges and by Filo, Bohr, and Ruegg
(1965) in smooth muscle.
1

Furthermore, Ca and Mg are mutually

antagonistic in stimulating myosin ATPase activity of striated
muscle (Hasselbach,, 1964; Perry, 1955).

However, the condi•

tions for contraction in hydra are not completely identical
to ·:those· for shortening of striated muscle fibers.

In the

former, Ca promotes contraction even in the absence of Mg; in
the latter, Mg is an absolute requirement for contraction
(see Hasselbach, 1964; Watanabe et al., 1964).
The epidermal contraction peak in Fig. 6 at high total
Mg and ATP concentration occurs even in the absence of Ca
(Fig. 6 a).

Furthermore, the peak isiaffected only to a

minor extent by the addition of Ca; as the total concentration
of Ca increases, this peak shifts slightly to the right.
Activation by MgATp2- and. inhibition by free ATP would satisfy
the first condition; i.e., the concentration ratio of MgATp2·:
free ATP increases with increasing total concentrations of
Mg and ATP and is only slightly altered by changes in ca
concentration (see Fig. 9 a).

Restating this relationship, it

follows from the equilibrium equation (see Appendix, VI,[3] )
for Mg 2+ ATP4- , ·
MgATP2'"'
that if the total concentra ...

+

tion of Mg equals that of ATP, and they are simultaneously
varied, that MgATP 2 - concentration will vary directly with ,
the square of the free ATP concentration..

Furthermore, the
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absolute concentration of MgATP 2- is independent of Ca concentration.

The drop in the curve which occurs at high total Mg

and ATP concentration might be caused by the correspondingly
high absolute concentration of MgATP 2- or Mg 2+ , either by a
form of substrate inhibition by MgATP 2 - or by inhibitory altera ...
tion by Mg2t of the configuration of the structural contractile
system (Bbzler, 1952; A. Weber, 1959).

Because this decrease in

the curve is shifted to the right with higher Ca concentrations
(see the arrow in Fig. 6 a, and the right-hand arrows in Fig. 6 b
and 6 c), it is possible that ca 2+ or CaATP 2 - reverses this
inhibition to a slight extent.

It might be argued (Fig. 9 c)

that free ATP is the stimulating substrate causing this peak,
2+
and that Ca
is inh~bitory. First of all, this contention is
not borne out by other experiments (see Tables 17, 18) •

Second,

as the total Ca concentration increases in Fig. 6, the concentration ratio of free ATP to ca2+ decreases, but there is no
corresponding decrease in the height of the curve.

Thus, it

is·mosb likely that the stimulatory substrate for the high
peak of contraction is MgATP2-, inhibited by free ATP.
The peak of contraction at low ATP and Mg concentration
seems, first of all, to be directly related to total Ca concentration, and, second, to decrease with increasing total
concentrations of Mg and ATP.

Because of the first property, the

substrate inducing contraction in this region is probably ca2·;f
or CaAT!P 2 -. Since ca2+ alone cannot stimulate contraction (see
Fig.

6 c, for example; less than 15% of the epidermal cells

contracted in the absence of ATP), the activator is probably
CaATP 2 -. If CaATP 2 "" had less affinity 'than MgATP 2 - for the
contractile system, then as the concentration ratio MgATP 2 ·:
CaATP 2 .. decreased, CaATP2'"' -stimulated contraction
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would increase.

This ratio does indeed decrease both with

increasing total Ca concentration and also with decreasing
total Mg and ATP concentrations (see Fig. 9 c), corresponding
to the behavior of the lower contraction peak.
The curve decreases to the right of the lower peak as
the MgATP 2 -: CaATP 2 - concentration ratio increases, ,while at
the same\time the MgA.Tp2-:ATP ratio is still low enough for
the inhibitory effect of free ATP to qe expressed.

The con-

centration ratio ATP:CaATP 2 - does not contribute to this drop
in the curve, as this ratio is invariant under changes in total
ATP and Mg concentration (Fig. 9 b).

This statement follows

readily from the equilibrium equation (Appendix, VI, [2]) for
the reaction ca2t

CaATP2-: when the total Ca
concentration is constant, the ca 2+ concentration (much greater
t

ATP4-

than the CaATp2- concentration) will remain almost constant,
and CaAT~2- concentration will vary directly with ATP concentration.
A~

was noted in the

legend for Ftg. 9, the Mg2+ concen-

tration remained at all times approximately equal to that of
free ATP; thus, it is impossible in Fig. 6 to separate the
inhibitory effect of one from the other.

If contraction in

hydra is like that in higher muscle, then inhibition by free
ATP is more likely (Geske et al., 1957; Perry and Grey, 1956;
Seidel and Gergely, 1963), although inhibition by Mg 2+ has been
suggested in some situations (Bozler, 1954; A. Weber, 1959).
Mitochondrial MgATP2-·stimulated ATPase activity has been
shown to be inhibited by either free Mg2+ or·free ATP (Ulrich.
1964).

bt
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The order of binding affinity to the contractile system
proposed above, namely ATP, Mg2+-) MgATP 2 -) CaATP 2 - , explains
the ability of free ATP to compete with MgATP 2 -, and of MgATp2to compete with CaATP2-. The relationship Mg2+- ) MgATP 2 - is
implied from the results for contraction of cell models in
Table 19.; Here, the concentration ratio Mg 2 +- :MgATP 2 .. increased
with total Mg concentration; thus, the inhibitory effect of Mg 2 t
on MgATP 2 --stimulated contraction was greatest at high total
Mg concentration in this experiment.

At low total Mg concen-

tration the ratio of free ATP to M~TP 2 ... concentration was
greatest, and free ATP inhibited the MgATP 2 --activated contraction.
Although the data for gastrodermal contraction are more
ambiguous than for epidermal contraction, similar trends are
evident.

For example (see Fig. 6), contraction seems to be

inhibited at high concentrations of total Mg and ATP (Fig. 6 a
and b), and this inhibition is reversed to some extent (Fig.

6 c) by:the addition of Ca.

A similar enhancing effect by Ca

addition may be noted in Table 17.

As was the case for epider-

mal cells, contraction is stimulated either by Ca and ATP
(Table 18) or Mg and ATP ('Table 19).
Thus, the evidence presented in this work sustains the
thesis that the substrates MgATP 2 - and Ca.ATP 2 - both stimulate
contraction of hydra cells (from the gastric region of the
column} in a competitive manner, and that free ATP and possibly
Mg ions inhibit the contraction stimulated by either metal-ATP
complex. It is entirely possible that MgATP 2 - binds with the
contractile system in preference to CaATP2-, while the latter
substrate may promote greater ATPase activity.

Such ATP

splitting is a universal component of contractile systems (see.

'
".,
,, ,• .....
...
wsh~·~mt:zst:&®l¥2?ikti"':Z~#:J%0~J'cf:~
'

1
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for example, Davies, 196 3; Hoffmann-Berling, 1960; Perry,

1960).
Further experiments are planned to determine if the cells
of different regions of hydra, especially those of the tentacles
and basal disc, obey the same mechanism.

The regions are of

because the contractions of their respective

particular~interest
!

cells are manifested in the coiling of the tentacles during the
trapping of prey, and in the gliding of the organism along a
substrate; while contractions of the cells along the column
are observed as relatively

one~dimensional

alterations in the

total column length.

3 • .Rli
It can be seen from the equilibrium equation for ATP4- and
ATP3- (Appendix, VI, equation {11 ) that as the PH increases,
the concentration ratio of ATP4-:ATPJ- will increase, and
therefore (see Appendix, equations t4] , \51), the concentration rati os ca 2+: CaATP2- and Mg 2+ :MgATP 2 - will decrease. Thus •
1

it is difficult to

s~p~rate

the direct effect of pH on the

contractile system, e.g., alteration of the structural and
enzymatic protein configuration (see Davies, 1963; Giese, 1962,
p. 318; Scheraga, 1967), from the effect on the equilibrium
concentrations of the various ATP and divalent ion substrates
described above.

However, regardless of whether the first

(direct) or the second (indirect) effect on contraction was
being measured in the pH experiment, the curve for epidermis
differed from that for gastrodermis (Fig. 5); in particular,
the pH maximum for epidermal cells was 6.8, and the maximum
for gastrodermal cells was 7.6 (plus another possible maximum

h

'·

<

·--

~zmrr s~~W-Jf?~\Z?~"«*rrf;±?J!t"?ft0~~:c<--
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at 7.0).

At other total ATP, Mg, and Ca concentrations the

maxima might shift.

Mommaerts and Seraidarian (1947) pointed

out that the optimum pH is a function of ionic conditions:
they found two peaks of actomyosin ATPase activity, one
between 8 and 9 which disappeared in the absence of Mg or
Ca, and ,another at about 6.5 which remained relatively uni

changed when divalent ions were removed..

Contraction (of

over 30% of the cells) was obtained over the pH range 6.6 to

7.6, comparable with flheoptimal range for contraction of higher
It

muscle (see Kielley, 1955; Sarkar, Szent-Gyorgyi, and Varga,

1950; also review articles by H.E. Huxley, 1960; and SzentGy8rgyi, 1953) and also of fibroblast-cell models (HoffmannBerling, 1954; Hoffmann-Berling and H.H. Weber, 1953).

4. Ionic strength
The ionic strength used to achieve contraction of cell
models throughout this work was unusually low ( 0. 02)4 for H.
viridis and 0.05? for !h. littoralis).

Up to 0.2Dr has been

used to stimulate .,activity of myosin ATPase from rabbit psoas
muscle (Perry, 1955), and about

0.~

is most commonly employed

to produce tension or shortening in glycerinated fibers of
skeletal muscle (see Hasselbach, 1964; Sarkar et al., 1950;
H.H. Weber, 1958).

Furthermore, an internal potassium-ion

concentration of on the order of 150 millimolar seems to
characterize most animal cells (Steinbach,
ionic strength in frog muscle is about

19~3);

the total

o:..1or (see Davson,

1.964, p. 392) and in crab muscle, about 0.1-1"' (see Davson,
1964, p. 404).

It must be recalled, however, that the

intrac.ellular concentration.'qof inorganic ions is quite low

•
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in hydra

(S~einbach,

1963; see also Results, I C 1 c).

Fnrther-

more, several other contractile systems have been reported which
are activated at low ionic strength; Simard-Duquesne and
Couillard (1962) found it necessary to extract and reactivate
ameba with
of

insect~~

0.05~;

and Maruyama {1966) obtained ATPase activity

actomyosin only in the presence of low ionic strength

(less than 0.05r).

Therefore, while such a low optimum ionic

strength as was found for hydra is unusual, it is not unique
among contractile

s.

systems.~

Relaxation: effects of

~

and Salyrgan

TTrea treatment was necessary for the relaxation of cells
which had contracted (see B~r~ny et al., 1960) during extraction
with saponin.

The urea concentration used here (1.5 M) was found

by BAr~ny et al. (1960) to be sufficient to affect a reversible
dissociation of actomyosin into actin and myosin, and a reversible relaxation or decrease in tension (see also Bozler, 19.51}
in

con~racted

glycerinated psoas fibers and in fibroblast-cell

models (Hoffmann-B~!!ling, 1954).

Thus, it is likely that urea

exerted a similar action on hydra-cell models.
Salyrgan, which was mentioned in Materials and Methods
as a known mercury-containing, sulfhydryl (-SH} binder that
inhibits .:·contraction ·1 and actomyosin ATPase activity of
skeletal muscle, also inhibited epidermal and gastrodermal
cell contraction of type C I. but was ineffective for type

c II (see Fig. 8).

The c II results are •difficult to inter-

pret, especially in light of the scoring difficulties already
discussed.

The inhibition of C I contraction, on the other
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hand, is evidence that sites involving free -SH groups on a
contractile-protein system, which have been shown to be
necessary for contraction of higher muscle (see Perry, 1960;
H.H. Weber, 1958) and for motility of many other systems,
1n'clud1ng fibroblast cells (Hoffmann-Berling, 1953, 1954, 1960,

1964), vorticella (Hoffmann·...Berling, 1958), flagella (Hoffmann!

•

Berling, 1960), and ameba (Simard-Duquesne and Couillard, 1962),
are also required for contraction in hydra.

6. Speed Qf contraction
Differences between time to complete shortening and reelongation of living hydra (see, for example, Mueller, 1950;
Passano and

McCu~lough,

1965) were not reflected in the cell

models; the period of time required to reach a contraction
plateau for the gastrodermal myo-epithelial cell models (i.e.,
after which no more cells contracted) did not differ greatly
from that of epidermal cell models (see Fig. 4).

Casual

observations have indicated that hydra usually shorten:, w1 thin
'

seconds or fractions of seconds and require up to several
minutes for complete re-elongation (see also Passano and
McCullough, 1965).

The rapid epidermal contraction in vdlvo

is correlated with its efficient communication system, manifested in extensive innervation (Burnett and N. Diehl, 1964;
Kepner and Looper, 1926; Marshall, 1923; Spangenberg and
Ham, 1960) and elaborate intercellular connections, including
the tight jun6t1ons observed here and also described by Wood

(1959; see also Loewenstein and Kanno, 1964; Passano, 1963;
Wt~ner,

Spiro, and Lo,wenstein, 1964); while the slower

gastrodermal contraction exhibited by live hydra is correlated
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with the absence or sparsity of gastrodermal neurons (Hyman.

1940; Kepner and Looper, 1926; Lentz and Barrnett, 1965;
Mueller, 1950) and the relatively poorly developed gastrodermal musculature (Mueller, 1950).
Each of the two cell populations (epidermis and gastrodermis) was found to be heterogeneou·swi th respect to contraction
speed and threshold for response (see Bullock, 1965; p. 485);
that is, synchronous contraction of an entire field of epidermal
or

~:astrodermal

cells was never observed.

This contractile

heterogeneity is probably related to the general nature of
hydra; unlike a homogeneous population of striated muscle
cells or vertebrate fibroblast cells, the cells along the
column of hydra display a gradient of metabolic activity
(Burnett, 1961; Child, 1947, 1951), age (Burnett, 1959,

1961), and state of differentiation with respect to histochemical criteria (Burnett, 1959); thus, a contractile gradient
would not be surprising.

As a corollary to the contractile

heterogeneity of',hydra cells, the state of contraction of each
layer is directly proportional to the ratio of active to inactive cells.

Csapo (1962) has described an analogous situa-

tion in l.lterihe muscle.

There, individual fibers shorten

independently of one another; and total contraction of the
uterus is a reflection of the number of contracted fibers.
In brief, the contraction of hydra myo-epithelial cells,
as studied with saponin models, resembles that of muscle in
higher animals in 1 ts stimu.lation by ATP, its optimum pH
range, and its inhibition by urea and Salyrgan.

It d'iffers,

on the other hand, in several vital aspects: first. either
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caATP 2 - or MgATP 2 - is sufficient to stimulate contraction; second.
the optimum ionic strength for contraction is comparatively low,
and third. unlike muscle models, the hydra cell :model shortens
not just unidimensionally, but rather uniformly, often becoming
spherical in the presence of ATP plus Mg or Ca.
B. The morphology of the contractile
with

electron

~ystem

(!! studied

~icroscop~)

As has already been discussed, models of both gastrodermal
and epidermal myo-epithelial cells of hydra change from aT
shape to a spherical appearance when activated with ATP and
divalent ions.

However, not only do they differ in the details

of their requirements for optimum contraction, but they also
diverge in several morphological aspects, including types and
arrangement of myofilaments, and, to a lesser extent, size and
shape of the basal processes and of the over-all cell.

These

differences will be pointed out here, in the morphological
compari,sons of hydra myo-epithelial cells with other contractile
systems.
1.

M~ofilaments.

Regions filled with uniformly-oriented contractile filaments
were found in the basal processes of the myo-epithelial cells
of both layers, as well as in the vertical, epithelial portions
of the epidermal cells.

Similar vertically-oriented filaments

probably exist in the gastrodermal cells, although they were
not found in the electron micrographs examined in this study.
The randomly arranged, parallel thick (160 A), ahd thin

(55 A) filaments tn the base of each epidermal myo-epithelial
cell bear

resemblance~,with

respect to size and disposition,

to those of many invertebrate smooth muscles (see Lowy and
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Hanson, 1962; Hanson and Lowy, 1957, 1961, and also review
article, 1960).

They found that many molluscan and annelid

muscles, which had previously been shown with light microscopy
to lack striations, possessed both thick and thin filaments,
frequently interconnected by transverse bridges not unlike
those of yertebrate skeletal muscle (Huxley. 1957, 1960).

These

filaments were randomly arranged in some organisms, helically
ordered in others.

In all cases the filaments were apparently

longitudinally staggered, so as to obscure any regular, repeating
pattern.

In all the tissues that they examined, the thin

filaments were about 50 A in diameter, while the thick ones
covered a wide spectrum, from 130 A in Loligo (squid} mantle
muscle, up to 1500 A in the opaque adductor muscle of
Crassostrea.

Recently, similar arrays of thick and thin

filaments have been reported in many other invertebrate muscles,
including Microciona (Porifera) myocytes (150 to 250 A, 50 to
70 A diameters; Bagby, 1965, 1966), Dugesia (Platyhelminthes)
vertical head muscle, (250 A, ')0 to 60 A, in a ratio of about
6 to 1, thin to thick filaments; Morita, 1965), Tubellaria
(Platyhelminthes) body muscle (200 A Bind 50 A; MacRae. 1965),
and Ascaris (Nematoda) body muscle (175 A and 90 A; Reger,
1964) and esophageal myoepithelium (140 to 175 A, 35 to 75 A;
Reger, 1966).
The diameters of the thick and thin filaments, about 160 A
and 55 A respectively, found in the present study

for~

littoralis are close to the corresponding dimensions recently
reported by Slautterback (1967) for Hydra oligactis, 140 A and

55 A.

There were also interspecific similarities in thin:

thick filament ratios, about 7:1

for~

oligactis and close to
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8.1 for

~

littoralis.

These ratios are unusually high

compared with most muscle, particularly with vertebrate
skeletal muscle, where the hexagonally-arranged thin and
thick filaments are in 2:1 ratio (Huxley, 1957).

However,

6·: 1 ratios have recently been found in striated muscle
of arthropods,
molluscs, nematodes, and annelids (see
I
Anderson.and Ellis, 1967: Hagopian, 1966; D.S. Smith, Gupta,
and Una Smith, 1966).

In these organisms, the myofibrillar

arrangement is highly regular (about 12 thin filaments surround
each thick filament, and two thick filaments share each thiD
filament) , in contrast to the random organization in hydra.
Striation in hydra muscle was observed neither in the
present work nor by Slautterback (1967).

However, the

dissimilarity between the epidermal muscle fibers in hydra and
those of striated coelenterates (see Horridge, 1954: Chapman,
Pantin, and Robson, 1962) is likely only a reflection of different
arrangements of the thick and thin myofilaments (see Lowy
and Hanson, 1962 f:

,

The vertical bundles of thin filaments seen in electron
micrographs of the epidermal myo-epithelial cells are probably
the same filaments seen by early light microscopists; von Gele1
(1925) thought that they were supporting fibrils, and the name
"Stutzfibrillen"
remained in the literature for quite some time
"
(see Hyman, 1940).

However, later light microscopists suggested

that these vertical fibrils might be myonemes (Mueller, 1950;
Semal-van Gansen,'l952); Slautterback (personal communication)
also feels that they may be contractile.

Lentz (1965) has seen
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vertical myofilament bundles, similar to those described
here, in differentiating myo-epithelial cells of hydra; and
filament bundles of similar orientation appear in the micro•
graphs of Hess, Cohen, and. Robson (1957) and Zeikus and
Steinhaus (1966), although the authors made no mention of
them.
The contention that these filaments are contractile,
greatly

~1pported

by observations of cell-model contraction

in the present study, is in accord with the similarity of hydra
myo-epithelial cells to vertebrate myo-epithelial cells.
These vertebrate cells are ectodermal in origin; and their
contraction is associated with various secretory activities
(Ham and Leeson, 1961, p. 239 to 240, 417, 552).

Their fine

structure has been examined (see Ellis, 1965; Tamarin, 1966);
in all cases a bundle containing filaments all of the same
diameter, usually between 50 and 70 A, was found, oriented in
a

baso~ap1cal

direction.

The analogy with respect to filament

orientation and. dfameter in hydra epidermal cells is striking.
The thin-filament bundles present in these hydra cells are
also remintscent of similar structural elaborations associated
with movement 1n numerous protists, including Nitella (Nagai
and Rebhun, 1966), Physarum (Wbhlfarth-Bottermann, 1964),
Ch~

chaos (Nachmias, 1964), Ameba (Wolpert, Thompson, and

O'Neill, 1964), Stentor (Randall and Jackson, 1958),
Spirostomu;m (Yagai and Shigenaka, 1963), and Vorticella
(Sot;elo and TI'\lj1llo-CenG~, 1959; Yagai and Shigenaka, 1963).
Finally, the epidermal vertical filaments bear morpho-

logical and physiological resemblances to vertebrate umooth
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muscle; such comparisons with this smooth muscle have been
made for vertebrate myo-epithelial cells (Hurley and Shelley,

1954: Tamarin, 1966).

Most electron micrographs of sectioned

verteb;rate smooth muscle have revealed only one type of myofilament, 50 A in diameter, which is probably actin (see
csapo, 1962; Rhodin, 1962; Schoenberg et al., 1966).

However,

',

there is a growing feeling that another component is normally
present in vivo, corresponding to a thicker, myosin-containing
filament, and that this component is labile, readily breaking
down to much smaller monomers (see Kaminer and Bell, 1966;
Schoenberg et al., 1966).

Needham (1962) has prepared purified

actin and myosin separately from uterine smooth muscle (where
only one type of filament is seen in electron micrographs)
which cross-react with the complementary components extracted
from rabbit skeletal muscle (where two components are seen in
electron micrographs).

Thus, it is possible that while only

one type of filament can be observed in electron micrographs
of the vertical

p~otion

of the epidermal myo-epithelial cell

and also the base of the gastrodermal myo-epithelial cell,
there could nevertheless be an actomyosin-like system in each
regipn.

Further evidence for such a system in hydra is the

inhibitory action of Salyrgan on contraction of cell models,
already discussed (II A 5).
2. Organelles

~

granules associated with active

contraction
Mitochondria have been round 1n association with ever,y
type of contractile system just. discussed (see Fawcett, 1966);
their role in ATP production is well

kno~n

(Lehn1nger, 1965).
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Their Uffilal peripheral position in the myofibril (see

n.s.

smith, 196l.J.) was shown here to be greatly exaggerated in
the basal·muscle processes in hydra cells; they appear as
large protrusions in the outer surface of the cell (also
noted by Hess et al., 1957).

This disposition is unusual for

smooth mvscle, in which mitochondria are usually scattered
throughout the cell and are frequently surrounded by myof11aments (see Rhodln, 1962).

However, MacRae (1963) has

described a mitochondrial arrangement in planarian smooth
muscle similar to that in hydra.
Both~-

in

abunda~ce

and

~-

forms of glycogen (see Revel, 1964) are

near the myofllaments in hydra; their probable

role as a source of chemical energy for contraction is well
established (Fawcett, 1966; Fawcett and Selby, 1958; Perry,
1956) •
An unusual relationship between mitochondria ad glycogen
has been demonstrated by Lentz (1966).

In well-fed hydra

an intramitochondrial glycogen-synthesizing pathway is apparently
activated; when the intracristae region is full of glycogen
granules, the outer membrane seems to burst on·.one side of the
mitochondrion, releasing glycogen to the cell for further
cytoplasmic metabolism.

Such mitochondria in the process

of synthesizing glycogen, near a basal gastrodermal myofibril
in the gastric region of hydra, may be seen in Fig. 26.
). Comparison of the plasma membrane of myo-epithelial
cells with t!l1e

sa.rcopla.sm~c

reticulum and T-system

of other contractile cells
Rapid conduction of a chemical and/or electrical contractile
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impulse to the center of a muscle fiber can present serious
problems, especially in the case of very thick (greater than
10)") fibers.

To solve these problems, such muscles with

large diameters have evolved an extensive extracellular transverse

membra~e

system, or T-system, and an associated intra-

cellular longitudinal system of tubular and vesicular membranes.
the sarcoplasmic reticulum, or SR (see Porter and Bonneville,

1964·; D. S. Smith, 1966) •

The extensiveness of these systems

has been positively correlated with fiber diameter (Peachey
and Porter, 1959, Reger, 1964); theT ... systemandSR are quite
pronounced in vertebrate skeletal muscle (Porter, 1961) and
insect

flight muscle (D.S. Smith, 1962), where long fibers

up to 100ft in diameter are common.

The contractile fibril

along the base of hydra is not only short (length not greater
than 50}J..) , but it is also unusually thin (less than lf" in
diameter).

An impulse from an adjacent nerve or another

myo-epithelial cell would rapidly reach the central

myofilamen~s;

thus, the'sparsity of, membranes possibly associated with
:I'

impulse conduction is not at all surpr1·s1ng.

The fast

''

epidermal muscle of hydra, then, is another example of the
rule (see Peachey, 1959; Peachey and Porter, 1959) that the
structural elaborations of the SR and T-system are not correlated
with rapid muscle contraction, but rather with fiber size.
The few microtubtil·es present amongst and parallel to the
basal epidermal myofilaments might possibly play a minor role
in the transport of 1ons:assoo1ated with contraction and/o:t
!I:

eommun1cat1pn between the basal and vertical myofilament&;

'I
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similar roles of ion transport have been ascribed to microtubules in various types of cells (see Slautterback, 196)).
They might, however, be associated with motility (see Ledbetter
and Porter, 196); Nagai and Rebhun, 1966; Porter and T1lney,

1965; Rob;tson, 1966; Roth and Daniels, 1962), or have cytoskeletal
function Ksee Fawcett, 1966).
Pinocytotic vesicles, commonly seen on the surface of
large smooth muscle cells (Caeser, et al., 1957; Rhodin, 1962)
and myo-epithelial cells (Ellis, 1965), were not observed in
cells of hydra.

If, as Rhodin (1962) suggests, their major

function is to increase the surface-to-volume ratio, thus
increasing excitation efficiency, then such membrane
elaborations would not be advantageous to the small cells
of hydra.

4. Intercellular associations and impulse
condJ1 cti on
The desmosome-like close associations which were frequently
seen between two adjacent myo-epithelial cells are similar to
the septate desmosomes found by Overton (1963) in the hydroid
Cordylophora and by Wood (1959) in Hydra.

Such cell-to-cell

membrane apposition has been shown conclusively to be directly
related to intercellular ion transport and lower intercellular
resistence in many cell

t~pes

(Loewenstein, 1967: Loewenstein

et al., 1964; Penn, 1966; Wiener et al., 1964).

Since conduction

of contractile impulses via epithelial cells has been demonstrated in other coelenterates (Mackie, 1965), and direct
muscle conduction has been postulated 1n this phylum by others
(Barnes, 1964; Batham and Pantin, 1954: Chapman et· al., 1962;
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Josephson and Macklin, 1967; Passano, 196J; Passano and
McCullongh, 1965; Pantin, 1965), it is quite expected that
these intercellular junctions are responsible for myoid
conduction in hydra.
This argument becomes even more convincing when one notes
'

the similarities of hydra septate desmosomes to the intercalated·discs of cardiac muscle, which are postulated to
functlon in the spread of the excitation over the muscle
(S jgstrand and Andersson-Ced.ergren, 1960).

Furthermore, the

contractile system of hydra has been likened to heart muscle
1n its rhythmic behavior; Passano and McCullough (1962, 1963,

1964, 1965; Passano 1963) have found three interrelated pacemaker systems in hydra.

They postulate that two of these

systems, the thythmic potentials (RP) and prelocomotor bursts
(PLB), are dependent upon myoid conduction tia the gastrodermis and epidermis, respectively, and the third, the
contraction burst (CB), is conducted by the epidermal nerve
net.

Contractions associated with the myoid-conducted

gastrodermal RP and epidermal PLB are frequent but slow,
while nerve-transm1 tted epidermal contract:'! on bursts are
infrequent and rapid.
If hydra does indeed have several overlapping conducting
systems, all using the same two sets of muscle, then it is
unique among smooth muscles.

Bozler (1948) classified all

smooth muscle as falling into one of two categories: (1)
multiunit or (2) visceral.

M~1ltiunit

smooth muscle is not

spontaneously active and is dependent upon abundant innervation for electrical activation; in visceral muscle excitation
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: '

'

'

is transmitted via the muscles, fiber to fiber, and is 1nde•
pendent of nerves for activation or transmission.

The

gastrodermis presents no real problem; it falls readily
into the visceral category.

The epidermis, on the other

hand, has some of the features of both smooth muscle types;
it displays both myoid conduction (PLB), independent of
nerves, and :also multiunit behavior in 1 ts rapid, nerveconducted CB.
The ability of a unified group of fibers (e.g., the
cylindrical_. sheet-like hydra epidermis, analogous to a verte ...
brate muscle) to carry out both. fast and slow contraction is
not unique to coelenterates.

Such "mixed" muscles have been

described in several vertebrate classes, including amphibia
(amplexus muscles; Sommerkamp, 1928), reptiles (muscle connecting
the ribs to the skin in the garter snake; Hess, 1965; Hoyle
et al., 1966), and mammals (extraocular muscles in the guinea
pig; Hess, 196lb).

Electron microscopic studies of all these

i, '

tissues have revealed two kinds of fibers present in the same
muscle: one type, thought to be the physiologically fast or
"twitch" fiber (Hess, 1961 b; Hoyle et al., 1966) is composed
of small fibrils separated by regular spaces, each surrounded
by extensive SR, and each associated with single nerve endings;
the other, which would then be the slow or "tonic" fiber,
consists of larger fibrils, more irregular in shape and
d1str1 but ion, and on which are seen multiple, branched nerve
endings.

The fact that all of the many epidermal

myo~epithe1141

basal fibers examined were similar in size, shape, and myofila-

1

I,

I'

ment content supports the contention that in hydra. unlike
!i
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vertebrates, each epidermal myo-epithelial cell is capable of
several types of contraction (e.g., corresponding to Passano
and McCullough's CB and PLB, 1964, 1965).

It is plausible

and •ot"thy of future investigation that one such kind of
contracticm might be stimulated by MgATP 2 -, and the other
mediated by CaATP2-.

If this were so, then regulation of

the contractile state of the cell could be accomplished by
the release at nerve endings (Lentz and Barrnett, 1965) of
one of these two divalent ions and release of the other ion from
the desmosome region between the basal processes of two
adjacent myo-epithelial cells.

A situation similar to this

proposed scheme for hydra exists in the sea anemone; here the
alteration of the Ca ion concentration in the sea-water
medium has been shown to effect fast contraction in a manner
profoundly different from that on slow contraction of the
same tissue; similarly for Mg (Ross, 1960 a, 1960 b).

On

the other hand, it must be considered that instead of some
cell being stimulated by either divalent ion, there might be
two populations of epidermal myo-epithelial cells in hydra,
one which contracts only in the presence of Ca. and the other
only with Mg.

However, this is not li:kiely; almost 60% of the
cells contracted at each of the two peaks of the 10- 4 M ca. curve
(Fig. 6 c); i.e., the total fraction of Mg-stimulated cells

and Ca-stimulated cells is greater than 100%.
The intercellular, cytoplasmic continuity observed in one
instance between two adjacent gastrodermal muscle cells (Fig.

37) deserves a brief comment.

It was already mentioned that

this particular region is probably anomalous, since the
mesogleal disposition is bizarre and unexplainable.

Further...
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more, muscles which were thought before the advent of,
electron microscony to be syncytial, especially cardiac muscle
and also many smooth muscles, have been since then shown to be
composed of closely-opposed cells, each completely bound by a
unit membrane (see Choi, 1962; Dewey and Barr, 1962, 1964;Sjgstrand and Andersonn-Cedergren, 1960).

Cytoplasmic bridges

between mhscle cells are unusual (~/right, 1966) and are ~hought
to be transitory in the rate instances in which they are seen
(Thaemert, 1959).

5. Relationships and associations between epidermis
and

~astrodermis

Possible evidence for two general types of communication
between the epidermal and gastrodermal layers of hydra has been
presented here: (1) direct contact by meandering processes of
epidermal and gastrodermal myo-epithelial cells across the
mesoglea and (2) diffusion of large (400 A diameter) granules
from the epidermal basal cell surfaces across the mesoglea into
the region of the_ gastrodermal myofibrils.
:contact> be•t:ween t:he two layers

The first type of

across the mesoglea, i.e.,

via deep insertions and projections of cell processes, has also
been demonstrated all along the length of hydra by Haynes,
Davis and Burnett (personal communication), Hess (1961 a),
Hess et al. (1957), and Wood (1961).

The second suggested

type, the production of granules by activated epidermal cells,
followed by the shipment of these granules across the mesoglee. to the gastrodermal myof1laments, has not been reported
in the literature, apparently, either in hydra or in any .other
contractile system.

It 1s ·conceivable that these granules are
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involved in pumping calcium (see Hasselbach, 1964) or magnesium
to

re~ulate

contraction in the two reciprocal muscle layers

of hydra.

To recap! tula te the salient features of the contractile
system in hydra, changes in shape of the myo-epithelial cells
in the interactinB epidermal and gastrodermal layers are
manifested in the co-ordinated movements of the animal.

These

changes are reflected both in the ultrastructural features of
these cells and also in the behavior of saponin models in
solutions of various concentrations and combinations of ATP,
Ca and Mg ions, at different ionic strengths and pH values.
Basically, contraction is stimulated by ATP and either Ca or
Mg at nearly neutral pH and low ionic strength.

It is likely

that in hydra, as in almost every other contractile system,
this contraction is mediated by two interacting structural
proteins, actin- and myosin-like.

As in higher muscle, active

-SH sites on these proteins are probably

~~essential

for this

interaction in hydra, as evidenced by the inhibitory effect
of Salyrgan on contraction.
Two types of myofilaments, corresponding in diameter to
actin and myosin, are present in the basal regions of the
epidermal cells

(longitudinally·~

oriented in the animal); and

bundles of thin filaments are situated in the corresponding
regions of the gastrodermal mvo-epithelial cells (of transverse, circular qrientation) and also in the vertical portion
of each epidermal cell (transversely and radially
with respe.ct to the animal).

a.rrang~d

The double filament array

'li,
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resembles those of many invertebrate smooth muscles, while
the two types of thin-filament bundles in hydra are similar
to those present. in the contractile regions of vertebrate
myo-epithelial cells. vertebrate smooth muscle, and many
protozoa.

The unconvoluted plasma membrane and the sparsity

of intracellular membranes associated with hydra myofilaments
is unusual for muscular contractile systems and is probably
associated with the small size of the contractile cells and
the related speed of impulse conduction to the central myofilaments.

Microtubules present among and parallel to the

basal myofilaments might be implicated in movement of ions,
possibly associated with cell-to-cell impulse conduction do'n
the length of the animal.

Desmosomes between the basal

contractile regions of adjacent myo-epithelial cells are
strikingly similar in appearance and probably in function to
the intercellular, impulse-conducting intercalated discs of
vertebrate cardiac tissue and smooth muscle.

Finally, contraction-

related communication between the epidermis and gastrodermis
may be accomplished by at least two morphologically-evident
means: close junctions between basal, root-like processes of
both types of myo-epithelial cells, across the mesoglea;
and possibly by the movement of large "signal" gramllles
secreted by the epidermal cells, across the mesoglea, to the
gastrodermal myofilaments.
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SUMMARY
This study can be divided into three phases: A. the
preparation and verification of contractile models of hydra,
B. the chemical

mecha~ism

of contraction in hydra, based on

the behavior of these models. and

c.

the fine structure of the

contractile system.
I

A. Relaxed whole-animal and cell models of hydra were
prepared by brief extraction in saponin followed by washing
in urea.

These models meet the following criteria: they respire

much more slowly than do normal animals; and their contractile
systems a:r.r:e morphologically intact.

Frog sa:rtor1ous fibers

treated in the above manner are similar in the following
physiological properties, to glycerinated fiber models: they
no longer maintain a significant transmembrane potential; and
they shorten in the presence of ATP and divalent ions.
Therefore, models prepared with saponin meet all the
morphological and physiological criteria which are desirable
for contractile models.
B. The roles of ATP and divalent ions, pH, ionic strength,
and inhibitors of contraction were assessed in these models,
as enumerated below:
1. Adenosine triphosphate is required for contraction
of hydra cell models; moreover, at least one divalent ion;must
be present.

It is proposed that MgATp2- and CaATP2- act as

competitive inhibitors in the stimulation of contraction and
that free ATP and probably free Mg ions act to inhibit contraction.
2. The pH optima for epidermal and gastrodermal myoep1the11a1 cells are 6.8 and 7.6 resp.ecti'Vely.
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J. An unusually low ionic strength
0.02~for ~ ~~ridi~l

(O.O~for

!h littoralis.

is required for optimum preparation and

activation of models.

4. Urea acts in hydra cells as a relaxing agent, as it
is known to do in glycerinated muscle fibers.

5. Salyrgan inhibits contraction of hydra cell models.
Thus, hydra resembles vertebrate muscle in its ATP requirement,
response to inhibitors, and pH optima, but differs in its low
ionic strength,and its contraction stimulated by Cain the
absence of Mg.

c.

An electron microscopic investigation was conducted

of the contractile system of hydra.

Emphasis was placed on the

contractile filaments and on the membrane system.
1. Hydra has at least three independent myofilament
regions.

In the basal regions of the epidermal myo-epithelial

cells are random arrays of thick and thin filaments; in the
corresponding gastrodermal regions only thin filaments are
present.

Each epidermal cell is characterized by an additional

bundle of filaments, all thin, in its epithelial region.
2. Intracellular and extracellular membrane systems like
the transverse membranes and sarcoplasmic reticulum of muscle
were not observed in hydra myo-epithelial cells.

This

finding was correlated with their small size.
It was concluded that in their motility, hydra myoepithelial cells have many morphological and physiological
features in common with such

d1~erse

groups as the protists,
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vertebrate myo-epithelial cells, and muscle cells of higher
metazoa.

Thus, hydra must be recognized as a functionally

important intermediate.
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LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS IN THE ILLUSTRATIONS
bundle of thin filaments in the neck of a myo-epithelial
cell
CI

a cell

~which

has become spherical during contraction

C II a cell,whose basal processes have contracted
E

epidermis

EBP

epidermal basal process

ER

endoplasmic reticulum

G

gastrodermis

GBP

gastrodermal basal process

GVC

gastrovascular cavity

I

invagination of plasma membrane

J

tight junction

M

mitochondrion

MEC

myo-epithelial cell

Mea

mesoglea

Mt

microtubule

N

nucleus

Nc

nucleolus

Nk

neck-like process connecting the apex of a myo-epithelial

, I,

cell to the basal process
P

particle

R

ribosome

Rel

relaxed

RI

rootlet-like insertion

S

secretory body

myo~ep1thelial

cell
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Tk

thick filament

Tn

thin filament

UM

unit membrane

V

vesicle
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GRAPHS AND ILLUSTRATIONS

Fig. 1.

Changes in column length of H. littoralis

during saponin and wash treatment (each curve
represents a single animal).

····-·represents

discontinuity in the curve (during changes of
solution).
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Fig. 2.

Effect of time in wash solution (5 x lo-3 M

imidazole-Bel buffer, pH 6.8, and KCl; total I =
0.02JA), then in contraction solution (3 x lo-4 M
Cacl 2 and 5 x lo-4 M ATP, plus buffer and KCl as
above), on column length of saponin-treated (8
minutes in solution containing 0.1% saponin and
3 x lo- 4 M CaC1 2 plus buffer and KCl as above)
~ viridis.
Open circles represent means, vertical
lines standard errors.
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Fi1~

3.

Oxygen consumption in saponin-treated

~~~~~~s.

total

!:!·

Curves Cl and C2 are control animals,

wt 7.7 and 4.7 mg, res

ive

; Sl and

S2 are saponin-treated animals~ total dry wt 6,5
9.8 mg, respectively.
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Fig. 4.

Contraction of cell models of

~

viridis versus

time in contraction solution (1 x lo- 4 M ATP, 5 x lo-4
M MgC1 2 , 5 x lo-3 M phosphate buffer, pH 7.2, and

5.7 x lo-3 M KCl; I= 0.02JA)•

Each point represents

ca. 85 gastrodermal ( 0 ) or epidermal ( • ) oells
scored.
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Fig.

5.

Contraction of cell models of ~ viridis as a

function of pH.

Contraction solutions contain 1 x 10 ..4

M ATP, 1 x 10-4 M or 5 X 10-4 M MgC1 2 , 5 X 10-J M
phosphate buffer (pH varied), and KCl (I= 0.02JA)•
each point represents the mean of several replicates.
100 epidermal ( e ) or gastrodennal ( 0 ) cells per

replicate.

The ordinates are p (%) and {Ti s1rt ...l {P'

(degrees).

(See also Table 15}.
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Fig. 6.

Contraction (C I) of cell models versus MgCl2

and ATP concentrations, at different Ca levels.
Contraction solutions contain ca, Mg, ATP, KCl, and

5 x 10-3 M phosphate buffer, plus 1 x lo-4 M EGTA
in a. and b. (pH 7. 2, I : 0. 02r ) •

Each point re-

presents the mean of three replicates, 100 epidermal
( • ) or gastrodermal ( 0 ) cells per replicate.
Epidermal maxima are indicated by

t.

In a. and b.

"pCa" refers to total Ca concentration after chelation
by 1 X 10·4 M EGTA.
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Fig. 7•

c II contraction of cell models. Contraction

solutions contain Ca, Mg, ATP, KCl, and 5 x lo-3 M
phosphate buffer, plus 1 x lo-4 M EGTA in a. and c.
(pH 7.2, I::: 0.02.f)•

Each point represents the mean

of three replicates, 100 cells per replicate.

In a.

and c. "pCa" refers to total Ca concentration after
chelation by 1 ,x lo-4 M EGTA.
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Fig. 8.

Inhibitory effect of Salyrgan on C I and C II

contraction of cell models, in contraction solutions
also containing 1 x lo-4 M ATP, 1 x lo-4 M MgC12,
1 x lo-4 M cacl2, 5 x lo-3 M phosphate buffer (pH 7.2) •
and KCl (I:

0.02~).

Each point represents the

mean of three replicates • 100 epidermal ( • ) or
gastrodermal (

o )

cells per replicate.
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Fig. 9. Concentration ratios of all substrates (see
Table 25) involved in contraction for Fig. 6 and
7.

The values for pea

for pea

=

= 8 are represented by • •

6 by o , and for pea

=4

by

A •

The con-

centrations of Mg2r and free ATP are almost equal for
all total concentrations of ATP, Mg, and ea (see
Table 25) ; therefore, the curves for [Mg2+) I
l_MgATP2-) , (Mg2+]

1

(eaATP2-]

, and (Mg2+1

I

[ca2+1 ,

resembling the corresponding ATP curves (1n a, b, and
c, respectively) were omitted.
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Fig. 10. A drawing of a typical hydra, by

w.

A. Kepner,

revealing its cylindrical column, several long
tentacles, and two buds in different developmental
stages.

From the oral to the aboral end (top to

bottom) are the following regions on the column:
hypostome, gastric region, budding zone, peduncle.
and basal disc.

lE"ofo Je,.f't\ij/
C.t ''·

®
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Fig. 11 to 17 are phase-contrast micrographs

of~

viridis.

revealing epidermal (Fig. 1.1 to 14) and gastrodermal
(F!.g. 15 to 17) myo-epithelial cell models in various

stages of contraction.
Fig. llJ. Two relaxed epidermal cells.

Note the robust basal

processes (EBP) • from which emanate small root-like
projections (RI).

In the intact hydra, these projections

insert in the mesoglea.

X 710.

Fig. 12. Several epidermal cells; three are relaxed (Rel) and
bear root-like projections (RI). and one is spherical
(i.e •• contracted, C I).

X 710.

Fig. 1). Epidermal myo-epithelial cells.

The large cell in the

upper right-hand corner is relaxed (Rel) , while the basal
processes of the rectangular cell in the lower left-hand
co,rner are contracted ( C II) •

X 710.

Fig. 14. Spherical epidermal cells (contracted, C I).

X 710.

Fig. 15. A relaxed gastrodermal myo-epithelial cell model, in
the center of the field.

Note the small basal processes

(GBP) , and the numerous round zoochlorellae (Z) filling the
rest of the cell.
Fig. 16. A field of contracted (C I) gastrodermal cells, dist1n•
guished by their zoochlorellae (Z) from epidermal cells. X 710•
Fig.

17.

A gastrodermal cell in a state of contraction of the

basal processes (C II).

X 710.

o.
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Fig. 18 to 20 are phase-contrast micrographs of transverse
sections through the gastric region of H..!. 11ttoral1s.
Fig. 18. At low magnification the bilayered, cylindrical
organization is apparent, consisting of an outer epi ...
dermis (E) and an inner gastrodermis (G), separated

from each other by the thin acellular mesoglea (Mes).
Note the wide space, the gastrovascular cavity (GVC)
in the center.

Extracellular space is indicated by *•

(Araldi te embedding) •

X 120.

Fig. 19. At higher magnification many of the above features
become more evident.

Individual myo-epithelial cells

(MEC) may now be discerned readily.

(Paraffin embedding).

X 880.
Fig. 20. At the same magnification as that of Fig. 19, much
more cytoplasmic detail may be seen after araldite embedding (also different fixative and staining; see
Materials and Methods).

Long, neck-like processes (Nk)

connect the basal processes (GBP and EBP) of the gastroderma1 and epidermal myo-epithelial cells (MEC), respec ...
tively, to their apical regions.

The mesoglea (Mes)

appears two dimensional here, in contrast to its linear
appearance in Fig. 18 and 19.

Again. the extent of

extracellular space is striking(*).

X 880.

GVC

GVC

®
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Fig. 21 through 45 are electron micrographs of transverse
and longitudinal sections of normal hydra (Fig. 21 to

39) and whole-animal models (Fig. 40 to 45).
Fig. 21 and 22, on the facing page, were taken at loW
magnification; both are transverse sections of tl~
.littoralis.

The extensive extracellular space (*) is

interrupted by the attenuated neck regions (Nk) of the
epidermal and gastrodermal myo-epithelial cells.

The

nuclei (N) of these cells each contain one nucleoluS
(Nc) and occasionally partially-condensed chromatin
(C).

Meandering. root-like insertions (RI) into the

mesoglea (Mes), from the myo-epithelial cells of one
layer, may contact similar processes from the other
layer;;.

No discernible membranes separate the basal,

filament-containing portion of the gastrodermal cell
in Fig. 22 from its remaining epithelial region.
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Fig. 23 thro11gh 26 are transverse sections of !:h littoral1s ..
Fig. 23. In the epidermal basal "muscle tails" may be seen
randomly arranged, apparently unbranched filaments,
thick (Tk, about 160 A diameter) and thin (Tn, diameter
ca. 55 A) , in a ratio of about 8:1.
of

th~se

(Mt).

In the peripheries

basal processes are small groups of microtubules

Note the abundance of large particles (P, ca. 270 A

diameter), probably glycogen, near the gastrodermal myofilaments.

X 25,800.

Fig. 24. Again note the epidermal thick (Tk) and thin (Tn)
filaments in the interdigitating muscle processes.
Faintly-staining material lies between two such nearby
processes in regions of intercellular distance less than
200 A and is absent in other areas(*).

A nearby mito-

chondrion (M) is associated with a large bulge in the cell
and is very close (less than 200 A, see arrow) to the
plasma membrane.
(V).

I~serting

Nearby are profiles of large vesicles
in the mesoglea (Mes) are long, rootlike

extensions (RI) of the myo-epithelial cells.
Fig. 25.

X 33,200.

The gastrodermal basal contractile process 1s seen

here longitudinally; note the densely-packed thin filaments
(Tn).

In nearby gastrodermal cells may be seen endoplasmic

reticulum (ER) and free ribosomes (R).

The mesoglea is

dense with thin filaments, associated with small particles
(arrow).

X 18,700.

Fig. 26. Particles in the mesoglea (Mes) are again indicated
by an arrow.

In the center of an epidermal basal process

is a small group of microtubules (Mt).

Adjoining the
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gastrodermal myofilaments are many large particles
(P) and several mitochondria which contain similar
gran1Jles, probably glycogen.
be seen in this region.

A vesicle (V) may also

Endoplasmic reticulum (ER)

and ribosomes (R) are sparsely distributed.

Note

the sm~oth surface,.of the muscle tails abutting the
mesoglea.

X 18,700.
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Fig. 27. A

transv~rse

section of

J:L.

littoralis, revealing

the three regions of myofilaments.

Note the thin-

filament bundle (B) in the neck region of the epidermal
cell
(P).

a~d

also the nearby small (150 A diameter) particles

Between a·nd tangent to the outside of the basal

regions of the epidermal myo-epithelial cells are
faintly-staining, large (ca. 4oo A in diameter),
cal bodies (S).

sphe~

Similar bodies (S) also appear in the

mesoglea and near the gastrodermal thin myofilaments
(Tn).

The interdigitation of the epidermal basal pro-

cesses may again be observed, as well as an intracellular
vesicle (V) in this region.

Note the random arrange-

ment of the mesoglea filaments and the smooth surfaces
of the adjacent cells, each bounded by a single unit
membrane.
Fig. 28.

X 2),800.

A longituqinal section through

~

viridis, very

likely anomalous, in light of the peculiar orientation
of the mesoglea (Mes) with respect to the gastrodermal
basal processes (GBP).

Here, sparsely, .randomly arranged

thick (Tk) and thin (Tn) filaments are evident.

Longi-

tudinal profiles of mesogleal filaments may be seen in
one region and transverse views nearby(*).

An inter-

cellular continuity between the gastrodermal basal
processes is indicated by arrows.

mal particles

(P)~

Note the small epider•

about 150 A in diameter.

X 18,000.

®
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Fig. 29 and 30 are transverse sections through the gastric
region of !!..!. littoralis.
Fig. 29. The probable origination of the thin-filament
bnndle (8) near the epidermal basal myofilaments may
be observed here.

Note the membrane-lined invagination

(I) of the basal processes, and also the random organi•
zation of the meaogleal filaments.
this region is about lfA thick.
Fig. 30.

The mesoglea in

X 27,000.

Another view of the small mesogleal particles

(arrow). in close proximity to filaments.

Note the pair

of epidermal and gastrodermal insertions (RI) transversing the mesoglea.

Spherical bodies (S) may be

seen, .tangent to the outer surface of the epidermal
muscle tail.

X

J6 ,,000.
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Fig. Jl.

A longitudinal section of

~

virid1s, a region

of thick (Tk) and thin (Tn) epidemal myofilaments.
Nearby are elliptical profiles of mitochondria (M) •
many free ribosomes (P), and longitudinal views of
microtubules (Mt).
Fig. 32.

X 48,000.

Mitochondria (M) near the epidermal myofilaments

may also be seen in this transverse section of
littoralis.
of the cells.
nearby.

~

Note the .associated bulges in the outlines
A long invagination (I) may be seen

Also note the epidermal rootlike insertion

(RI) and many extracellular spherical bodies (S), some
tangent, to the outer epidermal r~surfao~.

X 25 .Boo.
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Fig. 33 to 36 are all transverse sections through the
peduncle region of

!:h

littoralis.

Note the numerous

mitochondria (M) near the gastrodermal (G) and epidermal (E), myofilaments.

There is very little extra-

\

cellular space here.
Fig. J). X 1),000.
Fig. )4. X 19,500.
Fig. 35. An ending between two gastrodermal basal cell
processes is indicated by an arrow.

An overlying

gastrodermal cell seems to be in direct continuity
with the basal process, at the top of the micrograph.
In the middle ·two-thirds of the field, an interrupted
set of two closely-opposed unit membranes can be observed,
separating the basal filaments from the overlying cytoplasm (see circle~).

Near the bottom the two unit

membranes are each continuous and are separated from
·each other by about 140 A.
Fig. 36.

X 18,700.

Clusters of particles (P) can be seen in the

p:astrodermis near the myofilaments:and also in the
mesoglea.

Note the convoluted surface of the gastro-

dermal cell abutting the mesoglea.

several1 ~miorotubules

(Mt) lie among the epidermal myof11aments.

X 25,800.
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Fig. 4;.

Remnants of a tight junction (J) and nearby

what may have been several points of contact (arrows)
between two basal processes may be seen.

X 48,000 ..

some mitochondria are swollen (see Fig. 44, X 33,800) •
while others remain normal 1n appearance (see Fig.

45, X 27,300) after saponin treatment.
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Fig. J.t.o thtough 4-5 are transverse sections of saponinprepared models of
Fig. 4-o.

~

11ttora11s.

Note the separation of the basal contractile

processes (EBP) from the mesoglea (Mes).

X 7,500.

Fig. 41. Epidermal thick (Tk) and thin (Tn) myofilaments
are still evident after extraction.

The unit membrane

(UM) seems fainter and is possibly disrupted in some
regions (arrow).
Fig. 42.

X 48,000.

Note the onset of intercellular separation

(arrows)

~

mito~hondrla

The double-membraned structure of the
is still intact.

X 33.000.
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F1.p;. 37. A l'ongi tun 1nal section of ~ v1.r1dif!_•

Numerous

particles. (P) 150 A in diameter are seen near the epidermal myofilaments.
Fig. J8.

X J4,000.

V/hen the membranes of two adjacent epidermal

basal contractile processes are 1n close contact
(between arrows) , the trilaminar appearance of each
membrane 1.s maintained.

X 8),100.

Fig. 39. Note the desmosomes (dark regions) at the junctions
between epidermal muscle tails. and the meandering
\

rootlike processes (RI) in the mesoglea.

X 25,600.
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TABLE 1.

Effect

~

contrection solution
2

glycerinate!

!;

1

~

column lengths

.

X*

Contraction solution

Wash solution 3 (control)

1

SE

N4

-mm
1

briefly-

littoro.lh

Column length
before treatment

Trentment

~

Column leng,tl!,
after treatment

X.±

SE

.!!!!!
3.5 ± 0.6

ats

3.4

:f:

0.4

10

4.0

:t

1.1

7

3.6 .:t

o.s

7

3.3 :t 0.4

7

3.6 .:t 1.2

7

3.15 :f: 0.4

8

4.1 .± 0.4

6 6

Containing ! x 10-3 M ATl), 5 x 10-3 M M~Cl 2 ~ 1 x 10-4 M CaC1 2 t
1 X 10 2 M Trb~HCl buffer (pH 7.2), end KCl (I ... o.US;fl}.

2 One hour in 50% glycerol in buffered KCl (see above) at -10°C,
follo-wed by brief '\'lashing (Tolmcs and Bron, 1965, aimilar
procedure ~ith Vorticella stalks).
3 Wash solution renewed as a control for manipulation.
4 N ... number of animals.

-II

48

treatment

Snpon,in
concentrntion

~ ~npo.!!J!!.

-· ...

Immediate
After
Number _
... """'....
response
of
£tQ.
to
animals
.!.!£.

. --

~nponin

!
0.5

9

ehortens

o.I

8

mhortenl!!l

o.05

9

shortens

0

7

n~rme.l

1

..£!.

various concentrations

-- --- -wash
At 16 mine 1'-fter
30 min

After
1 min

.

2 Rs
3

NRs

4 Ols

l!!.!. l" n s h

dhintegrating

.

norne.l,
begin•
4
recovery NR a, ox

7

,

celh
dhperdng

... elight

normal1

R

1 Ns

After
several

~~.,

dhpermion
of cells,
, outline
dietAncft
NR

Normal appearance (resembling live hydra)

Response to mechanical etimulun (shortening, then gradual ree 1on gating)

No response to mechanical stimulus
Outline indistinct

5 Transferred to buffered lCl •ash aolutioa after 18 minutes in
uaponin

1

1

tABLE 3.

Effect of
lensths

~

~

2f saponin treatment 2n column

~

tentacle

tl• littoral is

Time in
--saponin

Tentacles

Columns

solution
min

i t SE

2
N

mm

X!

SE

N

2

mm

8

s.o

+ 0.3

10

t.9t 0.2

8

15

s.s

8

2.3 t 0.2

7

23

5.1

8

2.5 t 0.6

7

30

5.5

'* 0.3
'* 0.2
'* 0.3

9

2.5 t 0.1

8

1

-2
0.1% saponin in 0.01 M phosphate buffer (pH 7.0) and 2.6 x 10

Kct (I - o.o5;u>·

2

N • number of animals.

M

1h 1 i ttoral is, measured

Jus~

before

~

introduction of contraction solution

Ionic
strength

Ini tlal lensth

xt

e

SE

-N3

Final le!!Sth

Xt

SE

1

minutes after

2

Relative

le~th

-N3

-mm

-mm
5.2 t 0.2

8

8.0 t 0.5

8

1. 54

6.1 t 0.3

10

7.1 t 0.4

10

1.16

0.10

13.9 t 0.8

10

9.2 t 0.3

11

0.66

0.05

8.8 t 0.7

8

5.0 t 0.5

9

0.57

0.20
0.15

-

1

Eight minutes in 0.11. saponin solution containing 1 x to·2 M phosphate
buffer (pH 7.0) plus sufficient KCl to maintain each respective ionic
strength, followed by 1 hour in the corresponding buffered KCl solution.
2

1 X 10.) M ATP, 1 x 10-3 M CaCt 2 , 5 x 10·3 M MgC1 , and 1 x 10•2 M
phosphate buffer (pH 7.0), plus sufficient
to malntaln each
respective ionic strength.

KCt

3

N • number of animals.

TABLE 5.

Effect

21. ionic stre!:IB.t.b. 2.!!

column~

of unextracted H. llttoralls

-

=

Ionic
strength

Columns

i t SE

e

tentacle lensths

Jn !!!h solutions 1

2

Tentacles)
N'+

nun

X :t SE

N.,.

mm

0.20

5.7

0.6

11

3.6 ± 0.3

11

0.15

5.0 t 0.3

10

2.9. 0.2

9

0.10

6.0 t 0.3

10

3.5 :t 0.2

10

0.05

9.6 t 0.6

12

5.0 t 0.4

12

t

1

Containing 0.01 M phosphate buffer (pH 7.0) and KCl to maintain
each respective ionic strength.
2

Measured after 7 minutes ln wash solution.
3

Measured after 11 minutes in wash solution.
4

N • number of animals.

TABLE 6.

Changes in column length
with time of

~

Time in
wai1i""So IUt ion
min

£!

saponin~extracted

treatment

1

~·

viridis

2

Column 1eQSth

X± SE

-

mm

5

4.3 '! 0.1

9

10

2.2 t 0.1

9

15

2.9 t 0.1

9

20

3.1 t 0.1

9

25

3.2 t 0.1

9

32

3.0 t 0.2

7

15 through 32

3.0 t 0.1

34

1

Eight minutes in 0.11. saponin solution containing 3 x to-4 M Cact ,
2
5 x 10-3 M imidazole-HCl buffer (pH 6.8), and 1.5 x 10· 2 M KCl
(I .. 0.02 ~).
2
In buffered KCl (see above).
3

N • number of antmala.

TABLE 7.

Column lengths

1

2! saEon!?-extracted 2 ll• viridls !rr

~ solutions contain!~ ~' glycerol, 2! neither 3

Time in
---

4

x * SE

%

0

3.9 t 0.4

100

5

3.2

min

-

10
15

Glycerol wash

* 0.3
3.4
* 0.3
3.6
* 0.3

X t SE

%

X! SE

%

± 0.4

100

3.3 t 0.3

100

82

2.1 t 0.2

62

2.2 t 0.2

67

87

2.3 t 0.2

68

1.9 t

o.o

58

92

2.5

* 0.3

74

* 0.1

55

3.4

17
20

Control

-

~~

~solution

1.8
3.8

* 0.3

97

25

2.3 t 0.3

68

1

Each mean based on 6 animals.
2

Ten minutes in 0.1% saponin solution containing 5 x 10 -3 M imidazole-HCl
buffer (pH 7.0) and 1.4 x 10"'2 M KC1 (I • 0.02 p).

3

Wash solutions contained, in addition to buffer and KCl as above,
1.5 M urea, 1.5 M glycerol• or neither (control).
4

Percentages of column length at 0 minutes.

tABLE 8.

~

2f oxygen

consumption~ saponin-treateJ ~· littoralis

Flask
~1

o2 /ms dry wt/min

Xt

SE

S1

0.0090 t 0.0023

10

6.5

S2

0.0167 ± 0.0022

10

9.8

Sl + S2

0.0128 t 0.0020

20

C1

0.0327 ± 0.0022

10

7.7

C2

o. 0714

10

4.7

t

o. 0049

1

Eight minutes in 0.1% saponin solution containing 0.05 M phosphate
buffer (pH 7.0, I • 0.05 p), followed by 30 minutes in buffered
KCl (same pH and I). ·
2

"S" indicates pretreatment with saponin; "C" indicates control.
3

N • number of 15-minute periods. (one reading every 15 minutes).

11)5

tABLE 9.

Transmembrane

rest!~

2!

eotentla1s

saEonln-treated frog

sartorious fibers

Prepn

Transmembrane
potential

resti~

mv

1

17.6

2

27.2

3

12.8

4

41.6

5

19.2

6

44.0

7

9.6

8

15.2

9

13.6

10

17.6

11

22.4

12

27.2

13

25.6

14

23.2

15

20.0

j t SE • 22.5 t 2.7 mv

1

tABLE 10.

Contraction 2f saponin-treated froa muscle fibers

PreEn

Initial 1ensth

X ± SE

2

-N4

-mm

1

1

Final 1e!!Sth

i ± SE

3

t!4

Presence 2!.
absence of urea
in wash solution

----

-mm

1

4.8 t 0.3

5

4.3 t 0.2

45

+

2

4.6 t 0.4

5

3.6 t 0.2

5

+

3

s.o

t 0.6

3

3.3 t 0.3

3

...

4

5.5 t

o.s

3

4.8 t 0.5

3

-

to 4

4.9 t 0.2

16

4.0 t 0.6

15

+, ..

In solution containing 1 x 10· 3 M CaC1 , 2 x to·3 M AtP, 5 x 10·3 M
MgCt , and 5 x 10· 2 M phosphate buf~er (pH 6.8, 1 • 0.15/U).
2

2

Just before addition of contraction solution.
3

Fifteen minutes after addition of contraction solution.
4

N • number pf fiber bundles.
One fiber bundle lost during change of solution.

1 .~' ...,I

TABLE 11.

!h.!.!! !!:!.2,

thick f llaments

mxo-epithe11al cells

&.1
number

Bodx
region

~ ~basal

2!

Denslti
number/ p

2

Number
counted

Ratio of
~:thick

Densltl
number/~

•

2

24

gastric

296

4933

31

517

9. 54:1

30

gastric

776

3880

88

440

8.82:1

32

gastric

729

1519

104

217

6.99:1

23

peduncle

292

2433

33

275

8.85:1

23

peduncle

327

1022

52

163

6.29:1

2757 t 730

308

2420
(total)

1
All transverse sections.
2

eEidermal

~· littoralis

~ filaments

Thin filaments
--

Number
counted

tl ..!:!'!!.

regions

¥2
"
.. 6.078.

(X

t SE)

(total)

322

± 67

(X t

SE)

7.86:1

2

(total)

l 58

TABLE 12.

Effect

2f

~

in contraction solution 1 on column 12nsths

2f saponln-treated 2 ~· virldls

Time in
contraction
solution

1

Co 1umn 1e!'S th
(X i SE)

mln

mm

5

3.1 :t 0.2

7

10

2. 7 :t 0.3

7

15

2.5 t 0.2

7

20

2.5 t 0.2

7

25

2.4 t 0.3

7

15 through 25

2.5. 0.1

21

4
Containing 5 x 10• M ATP, 3 x 10- 4 M CaCl , 5 x 10· 3 M lmtdazole-HCl
buffer (pH 6.8), and 1.26 x 10·2 M KC1 t1 • 0.02fU)•

2

See Table 6.
3
.N • number of animals.

tABLE 13.

Change in column length
as a function

ATP
conceirt'rat ion

2f

2f

~

saponin-extracted

concentration

Initial length 3

it
!!!M

SE

!:!5

1

H. littoralis

2

4
~ 1ensth

Xt

SE

N5

mm

mm

0

5.7 t 0.1

34

6.9 t 0.2

35

1

5.9

± 0.1

32

4.7 t 0.1

31

5

5.6 t 0.1

33

4.4 + 0.1.

-

33

10

5. 7 * 0.2

33

4.4 t 0.1

34

t 0.1

98

4.5 t 0.1

98

5.8 t 0.1

34

5.0 t 0.2

34

1 through 10
20

5.8

1

Eight minutes treatment with 0.1% saponin in 10 mM Trls-HC1 buffer
(pH 7.2) and KCl (I • o.os~), followed by 10 minutes ln buffered
KCl wash solution •.
2

Contraction solutions also contained 1 mM Cact • 5 mM MgCt • and
2
2
buffer and KCl as above.
3

After wash treatment.
4

After 15 minutes ln eontta4tlon solution.
5

N • number of animals.

161)

tABLE 14.

Variation among
cells
~

2f

replicates~

~·

divalent

percentage

vlridls contracted

~

2f

!h!

saponin-extracted

presence

2! ~

*

~

Number of
replicates

X

Epidermal

38.3

0.6

Gastrodermal

36.1

0.3

10
7

1 x l0-4 M AtP, 1 x 10·4 M MgC1 2, 5 x to-3M phosphate buffer (pH 7.2),
and 6. 9 x 10'" 3 M KCl (I • 0.02 p).

16

tABLE 15.

Contraction of

~

models

2f

~·

viridis as a function

of £!!

Gastrodermal

EJ21dermal. cells

-

X/rn' ±
£!!

-

x1rn±

N3

-

SE

c_~.Hs

N3

SE

Transformed
data 2

transformed

--

Corres12onding
percentage

Correspondl!JS
percentage

desrees

-'1.

desrees

'1.

~2-

6.2

22.0 1: 0.5

14 t 0.1

5

30.3 t 1.4

25 t 0.1

3

6.4

27.4 t 6.3

21 t 1

4

29.5 t 3.7

24 t 0.4

5

6.6

40.6 t 3. 5

42 t 0.4

5

33.7 t 5.9

31 t 1

4

6.8

43.7 t 6.5

48 t 1

4

32.5 t 6.6

29 t 1

3

7.0

38.2 t 5.0

38 t 0.8

5

39.8 t 2.3

41 t 0.2

5

7.2

37.3 ! 2.6

37 t 0.2

6

34.7 t 6.8

33 t 1

6

7.4

34.6

* 4.1

32 t 0.5

6

34.9 t 7.2

33 t 2

4

7.6

40.1 t 5.3

41 t 0.9

6

49.9 t 8.1

58 t 2

5

7.8

30.7 t 3.8

26 t 0.1

5

28.1 t 5.4

22 t

o. 9

5

1

See Fig. 5 for description of

~ontraction

solutions.

2

The transformation used was
3

N • number of replicates.

f"if' stn'"'lt'P" (see Materials and Methods, VII).

1

!ABLE 16.

Effect of extra wash time 1 on contraction of cell models

--

------Extra !!.!.!1
eeriod

ReJ21icate
number

Gastrodermal
cells 2

3

EJ2idermal
cells 2

-

!!!!!!.
0

2

30

+

l

±

+

3

+

1

+

2

3

60

90

1

1

0

+

2

t

0

3

t

0

1

+

+

2

+

+

3

0

...

4
In 3 x 10· M Cact 2, 5 x 10· 3 M phosphate buffer (pH 6.8), and 9.1 x 10· 3 M
KCl (I • 0.02fU). This treatment was always followed by 30 minutes in
a similarly buffered solution containing 1.5 M urea and 1 x 10· 2 M KCl
(same ionic strength).

2 Most cells C I (+), no change in shape of any cells (.), a few cells C 1 (!),
not observed (0).
3 In solutions containing 1 x 10· 4 M ATP 1 x 10· 3 M MgCt , 5 x 10• 3 M
9
2
CaC1 2, and

KCl and buffer as above.

tABLE 17.

1h!

contractile response of
combinations of

~

various

!E.*

G

E

-4 M MgC1 , ATP
3 X 10

2

2

HgClz

3

Mgcl , CaC1 2
2

4

MgC1 , ATP, CaCt 2
2

5,6

1 X 10 .. 3 M MgC1 2

7

MgCt , Cact

8

MgC1 2 , ATP

9

MgCt 2 , ATP, Cact
2

2

t

t

+,•

. ,.

t,+

+

+

+

2

5 x 10- 4 M

ATP
CaC1

£!.,

models~

Contraction solution

Prepn

1

~'

££11

2

MgCt 2

3 x to-4 M
concentrations indicated above

G

gastrodermal cells

E

epidermal cells

+

most cells C I;

no change in any cells;

t

3
5 x 10· M imidazole buffer (pH 6.8) and KCl (1 • 0.02
in all contraction solutions.

a few cells C 1.

p)

were included

1

TABLE 18.

Contraction of ~models as a function

.2!. £!. .!.2.!1

concentration*

Concentrat lon
.2!_ CaC1 2

g_

-E

M

7
5 X 106
5 X 10-

+

.

5
5 X 10-

+

4
1 X 10"'

+

+

4
5 X 10-

+

+

1 X 10.)

t

t

+

Most cells C I
No change in any cells

t

A few cells C I

G

Gastrodermal cells

E

Epidermal cells
4
3
Contraction solutions all contained 5 x 10• M ATP, 5 x 10· M phosphate
buffer (pH 6.8), and KCl (I • 0.02JU), as well as cact 2 •

16'1

TABLE 19.

Contract!!!.!! of aastrodermal cell models as a function

2f

tl[

12n concentration*

Concentration
of ~2

Gastrodermal
cells

10- 4 M
5

7

+

9

+

10

+

15

t

20

+

~bst

No

±

*

cells C I

change in any cells

A few cells C I

4
Contraction solutions all contained 5 x 10• M ATP, 5 x to-3 M
phosphate buffer (pH 6.8), kCl ( l • 0.02JU), and MgC1 2 as above.

TABLE 20.

2f

equal concentrations of ATP

1

eCa • 8 '
2~5

• pATP

~

Percentage of eoldermal cells scored

2

2

~

~ ~

function

different Ca levels

eca - 61, 3

sin- 1 §

!?.

sin- 11j5"

degrees

~

degrees

5

~ ~~c1

C I

22 t 0.6

5

28.4 t 1.6

5

4

eCa • 4

2

E.

sin- 1 £F

!?.

~

degrees

X.

23 t 0.1 5

22.4 -t 2.0 5

none

27.8 t 4.3

7.0

23.8 t 3.1

16 t 0.3

39.1 't 3.6

40 : 0.4

6.5

23.0 t 3.1

15 t 0.3 +

32.4 t 0.2

29 t

6 .. 0

27.4 t 2.0

21 t 0.1

24.4 ! 2.5

5.5

35.4 t 2. 1

34 t 0.1

5.0

44.9 t 8.9

4.5
4.0
3.5

*

24.1

o.o

48.9

14 t 0.1

* 5.7
* 3.5

17 t 1.0
57

* 0.4 *

11

± o.~}

33.8 ± 1.9

31 ± 0.1

23.1: 2.6

15

35.0 t 3.0

33 t 0.3

50 2.}

* 0.2

29.9

25 t 0.2

38.5 t 3.5

39 ! 0.4

44.0 i' 1.8

48 t 0.1

42.9! 0.7

46 !

33.3! 6.8

30 t 1.4

35.7

* 4.3

34 t 0.6

31.4 ! 5. 7

27 ! 1. 0

49.0 ! 1.5

57! 0.1

37.1

:t 4.5

36 t 0.6

33.2 t 1. 9

30 t 0.1

t

i'

2.4

~

o.o *

*

,_...

*l

maxima as determined by t tests;

Ca 2+ buffered with 1 x 10- 4 M EGTA.

+

2

minima as determined by t tests.
Cells extracted with digitonin.

4
Contraction solutions all contained 5 x 10-

3 M phosphate buffer

()\

-~

3
Cells extracted with saponin.

7.2) and KCl (I .. 0.02 p).

5 X t SE.

!ABLE 21.

Percentage of gastroderrnal cells scored

degrees
5

18.0 t 2.9

7.0

29.3 t 1.4

6.5

30.4

0.2

26

6 .. 0

23.2 t 1.6

16

5.5

4

~

2Ca • 4

2

sin -liE

E.

sin- 1/P

E.

~

degrees

~

degrees

~

5

24 t 0.1

24.5 t 5.6
22.6

5

t 3.8

15

8 t 0.3 5

15.9 t 3.0 5

17 t 1.05

t 0.4

20.7

t 3.3

12

t 0.3

t o.o

31.3 t 1.0

27 ±

o.o

2l.Ot1.7

13 i' 0.1

21.3. 1.7

13 t 0.1

34.7 t 3.1

32 t 0.3

30.0 t 2.9

25

* 0.1
* 0.3

28.7 i' 4.4

23 ± 0.6

32.8 t 4.8

29 ± 0.7

5.0

34.8

t

6. 5

33 ± 1.0

29.2 :t 2.3

24

4.5

23.4

t 2.7

16 t 0.2

17.2

4.0

25.1 t 3.1

3.5

23.9 t 2.7

t

t 0.2

35.9

t 3.5

2.0

9 t 0.1

32.4

t

18 t 0.3

18.4 t 2.6

10 t 0.2

16 t 0.2

24.0 t 3.4

t

17

t 0.4

~·-----------------

1

function

E.

10 t 0.2

none

~ ~

1 3
2Ca • 6 '

1 2
2Ca • 8 '
sin -liP
p

£_!

concentrations of ATP and }!gC1 2 at different Ca levels 4

~

2t! • pATP

~

Ca

2+

buffered with 1 x

to- 4 l l EGTA.
1

---------~~-----"-

2 Cells extracted with digitonin.

-

± 0.4

3.4

29 t 0.4

34.4 t 2.1

32 t 0.1

25.2
--------

34

18 ! 0.4

± 3.6
-------·---

3 Cells extracted with saponin.

Contraction solutions all contained 5 x 10- 3 M phosphate buffer (pH 7. 2) and KCl (I ... 0.02

pL

5

Xt

Sf:.

TABLE 22.

C II contraction

2

___

of cell models

.....;;...;;;...;;~

E;eidermal cells

;eca ..
sin

-1..[ft

de~rees

;eMg • pATP

23.5 t 1. 7 3

none

o. 1

s1

Gastroderwal cells

--

;eca .. 4

2ca ... 8
-1

0

-

-1
sin f f

E.

sin

%

degrees

%

degrees

16 t 0.1 3
14 t

%

degrees

""

/9

o.s

58 t

o. 0

60.6 t 2.6

76 t 0.2

o.o

34.2 i: 1.4

32 t

o. 1

53.3 t

o.s

64 t 0.0

62.4 t 3.7

79 ± 0.4

30.3 t 2.3

26 t 0.2

47.9

± 0.3

55 t 0.0

67.1

± 2.4

85 t 0.2

30.3 t 2.6

25 ± 0.2

50.4 ± 6.0

± 1.0

51.4

± 3. 3

61

20 t 0.2

6.0

27.8 t 2.3

22 t

5.5

26.7 t 1.6

20 t 0.1

28.4

t 1. 3

23 t 0.1

43.7

5.0

27.8

t 6.1

22 t 1.0

25.1 t 4.2

18 t 0.5

4.5

30.3 t 3. 0

25 t 0.3

48.5 t 4.6

4.0

25.8 t 1.4

19 t 0.1

3.5

29.3 t 1.7

24 t' 0.1

o. 2

.

-4

59

± 0.3

o.o

52.9 t 3.3

64 t 0.3

51.2 t 7.5

60 t 2.0

46.2 t 3.7

52 t 0.4

56 t 0.6

59.0 t 1.9

73 t 0.1

55.3

t

23.3 t 1.3

15 t 0.1

53.8 t 2.4

65 t 0.2

49.2

t 1.0

28.1 t' 0.2

19 t

o.o

57.1 t 2.0

70

t 0.8

··-··

.

....0

49.4 t

26.4 t 2.8

buffered w1th 1 x 10

sin· 1

o.o

6.5

2+

rp

2.

43 t

21. 7 t

Ca

rp

2ca • 4

40.8 t 0.7

7.0

1

l

1

-

-~-~

48 t

:t

0.1

3.1

58.4 !' 3.1

68

t 0.3

57 '!

o.o

73 !' 0.3
·--~

---·-----

H EGTA.

2

Contraction solutions all contained 5 x 10- 3 H phosphate buffer (pH 7.2), KC1 (I • 0.02;u), and ATP'l Cac1 • and NgC1 .

J

Xt

2

SE.

2

TABLE 23.

Percenta&e of cells of £.1.

E1..£! !!! .! function

2!_

Salyrsan concentration*

Epidermal cells

pSal

*

Gastrodermal cells

sin -lfP
p

.2.

sin-liT

.2.

desrees

'1.

degree.'!

'1.

none

47.5 t 1.0

54 t

o.o

38.4 t 2.0

38 t 0.1

s.o

27.6 t 2.4

21 t 0.2

19.4 t 2.6

11 t 0.2

4.5

28.0 t 5.1

22 t 0.8

25.5 t 5.2

19 t

4.0

24.1 t 2.7

17 t

o. 2

19.2 t 2.0

11 t 0.1

3.5

32.3

28 t 0.1

15.9 t 1.7

8 t 0.1

t

1.5

o.s

In solutions containing ATP, MgCl2, and eac1 2 (all 1 x 10· 4 M),
5 x 10·3 M phosphate buffer (pH 7.2), and KCl (I • 0.021!)•
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TABLE 24.

Percenta~e

of cells of

~

.£..1.! !.! !.

function 2.!_

Salyrgan concentration*

Epidermal cells

pSal

Gastrodermal cells

sln- 1{jf

.E.

sin- 1ff

.E.

degrees

%

degrees

1.

none

30.8

± 1.8

26

± 0.1

48.1 t 2.5

55 t 0.2

5. 0

28.1 + 1.5

22

± 0.1

56.6 t 2.1

70 t 0.1

4.5

28. 7

t

23

t

54.5

± 4.9

66 t 0.7

4.0

26.7ti.4

3.5

24.8

±

4.2

3.3

0.5

• o.o

20 t 0.1

54.1 • 0.9

66

t 0.3

60.9 ± 1.4

76 t 0.1

18

See Table 23 for description of solutions.

7

complexes,

~

Kla·

~

and

Z

Negative logarithms of concentrations 2f
£ree ~
total Ca

~~t

MeTP

!US!

..!..!?.!!, s?mElexes

2-

~

CaATP 2 ~

~~

Ca

2+

~ATP

8.00

7.00
6.52
6.00
5.52
5.00
4.52
4.00
3.52

10.10
9.12
8.09
7.15
6.16
5.29
4.58
3. 74

7.00
6.50
6.00
5.54
5.03
4.60
4.13
3.92

11.50
11.00
10.48
10.01
9.54
9.12
8.91
8.43

8.00
8.00
8.00
8.00
8.01
8.04
8.06
8.20

7.00
6.52
6.00
5.54
5.03
4.oo
4.13
3. 92

6.00

7.00
6.52
6.00
5.52
s.oo
4.52
4.00
3.52

10.10
9.12
8.09
7.15
6.16
s. 29
4. 58 '
3.74

7.00
6.50
6.00
5.54
5.03
4.60
4.13
3. 92

9.50
9.00
8.48
8.01
7.54
7.12
6.91
6.43

6.00
6.00
6.00
6.00
6.01
6.04
6.06
6.20

7.00
6.52
6.00
5.54
5.03
4.60
4.13
3. 92

4.00

1.00
6.52
6.00
5.52
5.00
4.52
4.00
3.52

10.24
9.27
8.23
7.28
6.28
5.43
4.62
4.14

1.00
6.52
6.00
5.54
5.02
4.58
4.11
3.64

7.64
7.14
6.64
6.16
5.67
5.28
4.85
4.85

4.00
4.00
4.00
4.00
4.01
4.02
4.05
4.05

7.11
6.64
6. 12
5.64
5.14
4.68
4.19
3.66

1

APPENDIX
I.

Hethod of hatching naupl i l

2£

Artemia salina

Brine shrimp were raised at 24°C by seeding ~ teaspoon eg~s
(Longllfe Fishfood Products) in 2 liters of well-aerated NaCl solution
(2 tablespoons Fisher certified reagent-grade NaCl per liter of distilled
water), all in a three-liter beaker.

Newly hatched nauplil were

harvested ln the 1 !ght 48 hours later and rinsed briefly in tap water
before being fed to hydra.
II.

~ solutions

f2! 2reparation

~ study

2£

models

The following stock solutions, prepared in glass-distilled water
(with one exception, noted below), were stored in 100-ml polyethylene
containers tn the refrigerator (4°C):
0.05 M KH P0 (monobasic)
2 4
0,05 M K2HP0 4 (dibasic)
0. 2 M tris

~ris (hydroxymethyl )aminomethan~

0.2 M imidazole (glyoxaline, purchased from K and K laboratories)
MgCt

2

(1.0 9

o.s,

and 0.01 M)

cact

(0.1 and 0.01 M)
2
KCl (1.0 and O.t·M)
0.01 M EGTA (trade name CHEL DE, donated by Geigy Industrial
Chemicals)
0.04 M EDTA
1% w/v saponin (purchased from Fisher Scientlflc Co.)
0.001 M Salyrgan

(Mersalyl, sodium sallcyl-(t:hydroxymercurl~

methoxypropyl)-amtde-0-acetate, purchased from Mann Research
Laboratories}

2. 51. w/v digitonin (purchased from Nutritional Biochemical
Corporation) in absolute ethanol
A 0.0251. dlgltonln solution was made by diluting the above stock
1:99 in glass-distllled water.

Dipotassium adenosine·5'-trlphosphate

(ATP), purchased from General Blochemicats, was kept tn a freezer at
-10°C and weighed out just before tiling.

II I.

Buffers

'~of

buffer
Kz HPO 4 -KH 2PO 4

Range

1 2
6. 81 '

5.29 .. 8.04

Hale, 1958, p. 73

7.19 .. 9.10

Hale, 1958, p. 76

trh-HCl

8.08

imidazole-HC1

6.95

1

6.2

... 7.8

1

Calculated from Hale's (1958) tables.
2

Reference

£!

Dawson et al. , 1959, P• 194

l

IV.

Calculations of

KC~

concentration requireq

~maintain!

specified ionic strength
In the following example the desired lonlc strength is 0.02F
for a solution also containing 1.4 x 10• 3
K2 HP0 4 (i.e., 5 x 10 -

3

M

KH 2 P0 4 , 3.6 x 10·

3

M

M phosphate buffer, pH 7.2), 1.0 x 10· 4 M

K2 -ATP, and 1.0 x 10· 4 M MgC1 2 :

.!2.!!.

concentration
( • cl)

salt

valence

ll

1-,-2

( • xi)

X

fU

~1

K+

0.0072

1

0.0036

0.0036

2

o. 0072

K+

0.0014

1

0.0007

H2P04 •

0.0014

1

0.0007

K+

0.0002

1

0.0001

ATP 4 "'

0.0001

4

0.0008

Mg2+

0.0001

2

0.0002

Cl

0.0002

1

0.0001

HP04

2-

c x

i l

2

• ionic strength
KCl

wl thout
.., 0.0134 fJ.

Therefore, the contribution by KCl to the total ionic strength
ls 0.02 p. ... 0.0134 fd • 0.0066 !J; and the required KCl concentration
h

6.6 x 10

.. 3

M.

7'5

V.

~

and

~!:!.

Ca and t!s_ buffers

Calculations of final concentrations of free Ca and

Mg

Ions were

based on the following dissociation constants and solubility product!
(Geigy 9 1958):

Acidity constants

EDTA

EGTA

pKl

1. 99

2

pK2

2.67

2,68

pK3

6.16

8.85

pK4

10.26

9,46

EDTA

EGTA

Mg

8.7

5.21

Ca

10.7

11.00

Stability constants

If, for example, the initial concentration of EGTA is 1 x 10•

4

M,

and the free calcium ion concentration des ired l.s 1 x 10 -7 M, and the
pH is 6.8, then the required initial concentration of CaC1

(t.e.,

2

concentration of total Ca) can be calculated as follows:
From

the following ratio can be derived:
10 -8.85 X 10.9.46
[!i•] 2

•

Using this ratio, together with the stability constant for EGTA
and calcium, we arrive at the following relationship:

176

10 ~11

..

~a2+)

x

~EGTA 4 -1

..

2

(camTA ·]
2

that ts, [camtA -) • (ca 2

+]

x ( EGTA 2·) x

to 6 • 29 •

4
Since the total concentration of roTA is 10"' 4 M, and since [roTA .. ]

i~

2

negligible w! th respect to (EGTA ·), it follows that

(roTA 2·] + [carotA 2..) .. 1

x 10 .. 4•

Substituting,
2
lCaWTA ·]

... tca

2

+] x

( 10· 4 .. [cawTA 2 -] ) x 10 6 •

29

•

If we assume that almost all the calcium present initially as
2-

CaC12 wlll end up complexed as CaEGtA

, that is,

2
ltotal Ca] ... [camTA ·),

then it follows that
ttotal ca] • (ca

2

+)

X

10-

(

4

.. (total Ca] )

X

6 29
10 • •

Rearranging terms,
10· 4 x [ca 2+)
(total ca] ... .;:;..;..._..;;.;;.....:.;;.;;;;........:;;:..-10-6.29 + (ca2+)

2

•

It was required that the free ca + concentration be 1 x 10·
therefore,

l total

ca]

-

-6.29 + Ca z+

10
10· 11

• 10• 7
• 10 ..

4

X (

10Q./l + 1)

I 6.13

0 79
4
• 10· I to •
.. 4.79
• 10

[total ca]• 1.62

X

•

10•

5

M..

7 M;

7

VI.

Calculations of concentrations
4
ATP - ,
~

~

3
AT
_ L• when

concentrations

~

2+
£!__,

2+

~'

CaATP 2- 9 MrrATP2-.
~
•

£.!!, total £!.• total t!a_,

~

~

tota 1

known

These calculations were based on Martell and Schwarzenbach's
(1956) stability products and dissociation constants• as follows:

[2)
(3]

- 10

-4.0

•

If the pH is between 6 and 8, then almost all the ATP will exist
43·
as ATP
and ATP , the relative concentrations of which can be calcu•
lated from {1].
Let [total Ca] • A,
(total

Mg]

.. B,

and [total AtP) ,.. c.
2
Also. let (CaATP ·) ... a,
and [!v!gATP 2•) .. b.
2
2
Then [ca +] .. [total ca) - (caAtP -] •A - a,
2
and [?v!g2+J ... [total tv~g) - [MgATP •) .. 13 - b.

.. C .. a - b.
from [1) , (AtP 3"') • 10 6 • S ( H+][AtP4 ·];
3
6 5
4
4
and (AtP ·] + (AtP .) • ( 1 + 10 * x lH+]) x [AtP

'"l • C ..

a .. b.

Let K .. 1 + 10

6.5

r

r.

X

Then, LATP

J•

Equation [ 2] becomes [4] 10

-3.6

4-

-a - a b)
aJ
(A
- c

b

K

...

~c

~

K a

and equation [3 J becomes [5] 10

-4.0

...

'B - bl

(Q

- a - bl

K b

D i vi d ing [ 4] by [ 5 ] ,

10

0.4

a) b

...
(B

b) a

•

Solving for a in terms of b,
a ...

10°•

Ab
4

B - 1.512 b

Substituting this expression for a in [5],

10

-4.0

...
K b

Combining terms,
0 • -1.512 b

3

+ (4.024 B + 1.512 C + A + 1.512 X 10

+ (.4.024 B C - 10°"

4

-4

K) b

2

4 2
2
3 6
B • A B • 10· • K B) b + 10°• B C.

Dividing all terms by -1.512,
b

3

+ c1b 2 + C b + C • O,
2

3

.

-4

where c 1 • -2.660 B - C - 0.6613 A - 10
K,
2
-4
c • 2.660 B C + 1.661 B + 0.6613 A B + 1.661 x 10
K B,
2
2
and c~ • -1.661 B c.
When pH "' 7. 2, and [total .Mg) • [total ATP J , then K • 1.1995, and
B ,.. c.

and

In this case,
-4
cl ... -3.660 B - 0.6613 A- 1.1995 X 10
'
2
-4
B,
c2 • 4.321 B + 0.6613 A B + 1. 977 X 10
3
c3 ... -1.661 B •
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When A and B are known, the

~Jbic

equation can be solved for b;

a is then evaluated in terms of b 9 and all other tonic concentrations
are evaluated ln terms of a and b.

these concentrations are listed tn

..6
.. 4
8
table 25 for pH • 7.2; rtotal Ca) • 10· , 10 , and 10
M; and

[total ~l
and 4.

•

{total ATPl • 1

1e

to'"n and 3

